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PC Minorities Speak
vs. Discrimination
by Christopher Reilly
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Governor DiPrete addresses members of the press on Thursday, November 19. The forum was held
for writers from college newspapers across Rhode Island.

Governor DiPrete Addresses
Rhode Island College Presses
by Robert McGehee
On Thursday, November 19 ai
10:30, Rhode Island Governor Ed
ward DiPrete hosted a press con
ference held at his state house of
fice. The press conference was held
exclusively for newspapers from
Rhode Island colleges and
universities.
G overnor DiPre te ’s press
manager Marc Lampkin arranged
the approximate one hour con
ference and helped express the
Governor’s feeling that it was im
portant to address today’s young
people involved in gaining a college
education.
The m eeting began with
DiPrete’s comments on several cur
rent event issues that specifically ef
fect Rhode Island. DiPrete’s ad
dress was followed by an open
forum during which the college
press representatives were permit
ted to ask him questions on a wide
variety of subjects.
The Governor began by stating
that he felt it was important for
“ the college media to meet with
him face to face.” He went on to

say that today’s college students
will be an active part of Rhode
Island’s future.
Among the positive reports
DiPrete had for the press was the
latest unemployment report in
Rhode Island. Rhode Island has
recently reached an all time low of
3.0 percent unemployed. The figure
represents the lowest peace time
unemployment rate in the history
of the United States.
Amidst the recent turmoil in cer
tain parts o f the national economic
atmosphere, DiPrete expressed that
the job market in Rhode Island will
be improving in the years to come.
He cited two examples of corpora
tions that will provide a great
number of jobs for Rhode Island
residents.
The first corporation mentioned
was Torre, a Japanese firm that is
spending 200 million dollars to
build it's new facilities on Quonsett
Point. The second was Welgen, a
corporate powerhouse (hat will
bring numerous jobs in it’s new
facilities in East Greenwich.
Welgen is an engineering firm and
is among several corporations that
are being attracted to the Rhode

IN SID E TH E CO W L
Honor and Cheating
“ Has honor today lost its meaning?” See page 4 for one opinion on
the subject o f cheating in college.

WDOM News
The Jazz Director of the PC radio
station reflects on “ the new fron
tier” of jazz music. See page of the
Arts and Entertainment Section.

Congress Florida Itinerary
How did those members o f Student Congress spend their weekend
in sunny Florida? Turn to page 15 and find out.

The minority students are star
ting to speak out against w hat they
feel is racism at Providence Col
lege, according to Jennifer
Maultsby. the President o f the
Board o f Minority Student Affairs.
Less than five percent o f the
students at Providence College are
minorities, and recently, there have
been racial incidents directed
toward this group. The incidents go
beyond the use o f racial slurs, ac
cording to Maultsby. She did not
wish to elaborate on the incidents
at this time, but noted that the vic
tims will seek help.
The minority students feel that
the problem with the school lies in
its homogeneous nature. This idea
is supported by Reverend Peter
Batts, O .P., who is one of the on
ly two black faculty members at
Providence College.
Father Batts feels that most
undergraduates come from similar
backgrounds, and hold the same
narrow views. Their “ attitudes are
reinforced," stated Father Batts,
“among their classmates." He feels a
need for more diversity in the stu
dent body, which will lead to more
open minded individual*.
Maultsby stressed that racism

Island economy.
The next point focused on by
DiPrete was public education. The
•Governor, along with his staff, has
recently appointed a special task
force to investigate some of the
problems which exist in Rhode
Island’s public education institu
tions. When asked if any o f the
funds for this project were being
allotted for the college sector of the
state’s public education progam, he
stated that it was mainly devoted
to kindergarten through twelfth
grade.
The reform involves task force
members going into conference
The Very Rev. Charles F. Duf
with students, teachers, and
fy, O .P ., former vice president for
parents. It is hoped that these student services at Providence Col
groups will be able to collaborate,
lege, has been re-elected Prior of
with the assistance o f state and
the College's Dominican communi
federal funds, to troubleshoot
ty. He will serve a three year term.
some o f the educational problems
As Prior, Father Duffy is the
currently existing.
religious superior for the
As far as the college and univerDominican priests and brothers
sities encompassed in Rhode
residing at Providence College,
Island's public sector, the Gover
who are members of St, Thomas
nor referred to a February project
Aquinas Priory, one o f the largest
which addressed salary issues for
Dominican communities in the
professors at institutions like the
world.
University of Rhode Island and the
A 1953 graduate of P.C., Father
Community College o f Rhode
Duffy was ordained a Dominican
Island. It was found that their
priest in 1960 after studying at the
salaries were “ lagging behind"
those of other slates. The present
state administration is currently
working on ways to increase pro
fessor’s salaries in the near future.
The final point o f DiPrete’s
speech to the press was concerned by Ed Moore
with environmental improvements
When Chris Shaban was asked
recently made in the state. DiPrete
cited the recent passing o f the to help bring the Young
“ Open Spaces” act in Rhode Republicans organization to Pro
Island and stated that any com vidence College, he didn’t realize
munity wishing to purchase open that it would result in road-tripping
space will be assisted by state to Florida for seminars and sun
funds.“ For every dollar the town shine. The PC junior journeyed to
puts toward parks and recreation Orlando for the fall meeting of the
land purchase the state will put Young R epublican National
forth three dollars,” stated DiPrete. Federation held November 13-15.
Shaban traveled to Orlando for
He also spoke o f needs for im
proving the facilities and methods the meeting with members of
for disposal o f garbage and the Rhode Island’s contingent. He
labeled
the meeting “ a learning ex
need to replace water pipes in state
reservoirs. Rhode Island is current perience" as he discussed with con
ventioneers’ opinions and problems
ly beginning a 35 million dollar
program for the water resource o f the Republican Party as seen
through the eyes o f its younger
purpose.
members. Shaban hopes that with
The Governor then spent over
new ideas from the trip and some
one half hour answering questions
enthusiasm, he will be able to
from the college students.

was present in the school’s cur
riculum itself. She noted the lack
of courses in minority culture and
minority history at the college.
As the only black member o f the
Student Congress. Maultsby also
urged greater participation in oncampus organizations by minority
students.
Father Bates and Maultsby com
mended Rev. John Fabian Cunn
ingham, O .P., President of the col
lege on his handling o f the pro
blem. He immediately called a
meeting between his administration
and the minority groups to try and
determine some solutions. The
meeting is scheduled for Thursday.
December 10, and is not open to
the public.
The minority groups which will
attend the meeting also contains
some interesting white students.
They feel that the answ er to the
problem consists in raising the
awareness of the remainder of the
students to the population.
Maultsby hopes that, "By standing
up...it will help students see what
they arc doing and correct
themselves.”
According to Maultsby, the
minority community at Providence
College feels that the time has come
to accept racial diversities.

Father Duffy, O.P.
Re-elected Prior
College of the Immaculate Concep
tion in Washington, D.C. He
taught at Aquinas High School.
Columbus, Ohio before coming to
P.C. in 1963. Since then, Father
Duffy has served as assistant dean
of men (1965 - 1966), assistant to
the vice president for development
(1966 - 1967), assistant to the presi
dent (1967 1969), and vice presi
dent for student services (1969 1981).
A native o f Providence, Father
Duffy holds a master of public administration degree from the
University of Rhode Island.

P C ’s Y o u n g Republican
Chairm an Attends Meeting
bring more people into the field.
"As Young Republicans, we are
concerned with our ideology, but
foremost of our concerns is the
issues that directly affect useducation, the economy, the en
vironment, and our futures,”
stated the PC Chairman.
The emphasis of the convention
was on the necessity of providing
for the homeless and the hungry
and the environment. Student
loans were also o f special interest.
The group would like to see the
reinstatement o f student loans to
aid young people in their pursuit of
education.
The state's junior party is con
cerned with identifying the prac
tical causes that apply to students
such as crime. As Shaban com★ FEDERATION
Continued on page 3

Club News
by Elizabeth Flynn
On Tuesday November 17, the
Council o f Exceptional Children
held its annual Thanksgiving Day
Dinner for the Mickerson Home
for the elderly. The seniors were
transported to Slavins 64' Hall at
6:00 to be greeted by enthusiastic
club members. But behind closed
doors the festivities began at 3:00
when the preparations for the meal
began. The designated chefs
prepared the tw o m am m oth
turkeys, an abundance o f stuffing,
creamed corn, home-made mash
ed potatoes and o f course to top

off the meal was old fashioned ap
ple pie.
Following dinner the seniors
were escorted by the students to the
dance floor where they all par
ticipated in the hokey pokey and
many other favorites. (A special
thanks to WDOM who provided
the entertainment)
The evening finally ended
around 8:00PM and as said by one
o f the ladies, "I always enjoy com
ing to P .C .’s dinner." can be rest
assured in coming next year
because this is one tradition that
will continue for a long time.

Community News
The combined choirs o f Grace
Church in Providence will present
their annual Christmas concert on
Sunday afternoon, December 13,
1987 at 3:30PM. Tickets are S5.00
and are available at the door. The
program will include music of the
Christmas season and a complete
performance of the first part of the
Christmas Oratorio o f J.S. Bach

accompanied by full orchestra.
Soloists arc Kathleen Nelson,
William Begley, and Ronald
Rathier. The entire concert is under
the direction of organist/choirmaster of Grace Church, James
Morgan. The mixed choir, the St.
Cecilia Girls Choir, and the boys
choir will be featured.

Vietnam Memorial Dedicated to
Three Providence Alumni
by Lauren Round

ADDITIONAL STUDY AREAS
DEC. 10-18 - 8:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
Slavin Center, 64 Hall
Stephen Hall Study Lounge
Fennell Hall Study Lounge
Any unoccupied classroom*
’ Excluding Albertus Magnus Hall classrooms
On November 20, Pershing
Rifles held their annual Turkey
Shoot in the R .O .T.C . Rifle
Range. Over 200 students and
faculty members participated in
this event. The final results are:

Photo by Christine Corrigan

Peter Wynes watches as Donald H . Sulton places a wreath on the monument dedicated to three PC
alumni who died in the Vietnam War.

First Place... Thomis Morris 47
Second............. Steven Duffy 46
Third................ Steven Duffy 46
Fourth........James O ’Leary 46
Fifth.... .............Brian Corey 46

Som ber rainy w eather on
V eteran’s Day provided the
backdrop for the dedication o f a
monument to three Providence
College alumni from the class of
1966 who lost their lives in the Viet
nam War.
The names o f Rodney A. Alfano
o f Lynn, M assachusetts, John P.
Cullinan o f Waterbury, Connec
ticut and Patrick Gallagher of
Bronx, New York were inscribed
on the bronze and granite monu
ment located in the Field to the right
o f Stephen Hall.
The dedication, following a mass
held in Aquinas Chapel, was at
tended by more than 100 PC alum
ni and their families and friends.
Also in attendance were members
of the Cullinan and Gallagher
families and members o f PC ’s

ROTC dispatchment.
The idea for the monument was
conceived o f by members of the
class o f 1966 in conjunction with
their twentieth year reunion. A
fund raising drive, headed by
Michael Post o f the Class of ‘66
from Dunwoody, Georgia, with the
assistance o f the Alumni Depart
ment, raised sufficient funds to
purchase the monument plus a
surplus to offer a modest annual
award.
The award will be given to a
graduating senior through
R.O.T.C. According to David
Brown, Associate Director for the
Alumni Department, the actual
amount and criteria for the award
have not been set.
Also active in the fund raising
drive were: Donald H.Sutton o f the
Class o f ‘65 from Naperville, Il
linois, who placed the wreath upon

the monument, and Peter Wymes
o f the Class o f ‘66 from Collensville, Connecticut, who spoke
about the Vietnam experience dur
ing the memorial mass.
The monument was designed
and constructed by Paul K.
Cavanagh of the Class o f ‘63 of Es
mond, Rhode Island.
Plans for another monument are
presently in the works. The second
monument will remember all P.C.
alumni who died in the Vietnam
War. Brown sets the ideal date to
be next Veteran’s Day. However
Brown is hesitant to ensure the pro
ject’s completion within the up
coming year.
Compiling an accurate list of
those killed will be the largest
obstacle to overcome and much
care will be taken so that no in
dividual will go unrecognized.
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FREE ‘DELIVERY!
Off-Campus Bookstore
1017 S M I T H S T R E E T
P R O V I D E N C E . R l 02908

Dear P.C. Faculty Member:

The Off-campus bookstore is a
discount textbook store. To be ef
fective, however, we have to an
ticipate the needs of the student.
You are the only one who can
supply us with that information.
Therefore, would you please mail
or phone us with the titles being re
quired for your classes.
Help us be a good secondary
source for your students’ textbook
needs.
Thank you very much for your
cooperation.
Sincerely yours,,

At Checkers Pizza we feature FREE
DELIVERY within 30 minutes of your order. Our
pizzas are made from 100% all natural ingre
dients. fresh daily.
Make the right move. Call Checkers Pizza to
day!
MENU
12ie•EXTRA CHEESE
•ANCHOVIES *BLACK OLIVES
•GARLIC 'SAUSAGE •GROUND
BEEF •PEPPERONI -HAM
•PINEAPPLE 'FRESH MUSH
ROOMS 'ONIONS 'GREEN
PEPPERS 'HOT PEPPERS
BEVERAGES. Coke. DIM Coke
Checker Challenger*
7 toppings for the price of 5
•Pepperonl •Mushrooms
•Ground Beef ‘ Onions
•Sausage •Grew peppers
•Extra cheese

1025 CHALKSTONE AVENUE • PROVIDENCE, Rl
SUN.-THU. 11 AM-1 AM FR1.-SAT 11 AM 2 AM

6 7 3 -4 8 8 9 0
$9.95 Special
LARGE PIZZA WITH
2 TOPPINGS
AND 2 COKES
273-8890

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA — EXPIRES

$1.00

OFF

Any Size Pizza with
One or More Toppings.

Off Campus Bookstore

273-8890

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA — EXPIRES

NEWS
Stanley-Bostitch
Grants Award to PC
Edward N. Di Petrillo (center
right), manager o f personnel and
employee services for StanleyBostitch Inc. of East Greenwich,
representing Gary Schuler,, presi
dent and chief executive officer of
the company, presents the first
$5,000 installment o f a $25,000
grant from Stanley-Bostitch, Inc.
to Providence College to Rev. John
F. Cunningham, O .P ., P.C. presi
dent. The grant, to be paid over
five years, will enable Providence
College to buy a Quantel laser
which will expand the research
capabilities o f its engineeringphysics-systems and chemistry
departments.
Stanley-Bostitch, a subsidiary of
The Stanley Works, is a world wide
manufacturer o f stapling and nail
ing products. The company, which

employs 3,500 people, operates a
second location in N orth
Kingstown. Stanley-Bostitch, Inc.
made the award as a donation to
Providence College’s ongoing $25
million Capital Campaign.
Also present were P.C. faculty
members Louis Cadwell, Ph.D.,
assistant professor o f physics (far
left), and James Belliveau, Ph.D.,
professor o f chemistry. The ac
quisition of the laser will allow
them and Robert G. LaMontagne,
P h .D .. assistant professor of
physics, to immediately initiate at
least two new research projects in
to the quantitative elemental com
positio n o f in d u strial and
biomedical samples by laser induc
ed breakdown spectroscopy and
the investigation o f atmospheric
turbulence using a laser probe.

Food Addiction
Hotline Established
The School o f Psychology of
Florida Institute of Technology
and the Heritage Health Corpora
tion have established the Food Ad
diction Hotline. The purpose of the
Hotline is threefold. First is to pro
vide information to callers about
what food addiction (bulimia and
compulsive overeating) is and
where and how help for the
disorder might be obtained. Second
is to gather information about the
nature and extent o f the food ad
diction problem in the United
States. With the creation of such a
data base, professionals can begin
to better understand the problem
and to respond with appropriate
treatment methods. Third is to
raise the awareness in the popula
tion that food addiction exists, is
a devastating disease, and that
treatment is available.

•
Food addiction, as a concept,
differs significantly and qualitative
ly from the descriptive phrase,
eating disorder, which has been us
ed extensively in the past. Food ad
diction implies that an underlying
physiological, biochemical reaction
in the body is the basis for a crav
ing for refined carbohydrates. This
craving and its underlying bodily
mechanism is analogous to the
craving for alcohol that common
ly besets alcoholics. Food addicts
develop tolerance to refined car
bohydrates - that is, they need more
and more to satisfy the craving,
and they also exhibit withdrawal

sym ptom s when refined car
bohydrates are removed from the
diet. These withdrawal symptoms
typically include dizziness, chills,
nausea, shakiness and headache,
and they may persist for more than
forty-eight hours.
Food addicts rarely improve
under simple dietary changes or
weight control programs. They
may show transient improvement,
only to fall prey once again to their
foods o f addiction. Treatment ap
proaches based upon 1) abstinence
from foods of addiction along with
strict dietary regimens, 2) social
support and reinforcement from
fellow sufferers, and 3) planned
aftercare have shown the most pro
mise for long-term effectiveness.
Callers to the F.I.T. Heritage
Food Addiction Hotline will be
given basic facts about food addic
tion. They will be asked a variety
o f questions about themselves and
their eating habits. Based upon
their answers to the questions, they
will be referred to sources within
their local communities, such as
Overeaters Anonymous. Those
callers who are in crisis will be
referred to a counselor for crisis in
tervention. Although Heritage
Health Corporation will certainly
be happy to accept appropriate pa
tients from among the individuals
who call, solicitation for Heritage
facilities is not one of the purposes
o f the Hotline. If desired, callers
will be made aware o f available
resources in their community.

found to be the governor with the
★ Federation
highest approval rating in the na
Continued from page 1
mented, his involvement with the tion. He is a liberal Republican, an
political party represents ‘‘a ideological model for the school’s
mobilization o f people and an a t young G .O .P’ers.
Other activities o f the organiza
tempt to get them to find out that
tion aside from the Florida trip in
we’re worth listening to .”
Although it is not an official club cluded a meeting in Philadelphia in
on campus, membership in the O ctober fo r the Republican
Leadership Conference where all
Young Republicans Association at
the 1988 Presidential Candidates
Providence College has grown
assembled.
substantially this year. The college
During this month, the Rhode
is seen as a breeding ground for
Island Young Republicans will
Republican thought as many
sponsor a food drive for the poor.
students come from middle class
Through events like the above,
and
up p er
m iddle
class
Shaban stated that the group
backgrounds.
prepares for the post-Reagan era,
Shaban pointed to the governor
and hopes to keep the ball rolling
o f Rhode Island, Edward D.
to form their own ideology.
DiPrete, who, in a recent poll was

The Cowl wishes to apologize fo r
the editing mistakes made on the

" Cadet Relates H is Alaskan
A d v e n tu r e " article in the
November 18th issue.

Photo courtesy Public Information

Father John Cunningham. O .P .. president of the college, is pictured above receiving the first install
ment of a $25,000 grant from Stanley-Bostitch, Inc. T ile installment was presented by Edward V
DiPetrillo, manager of personnel and employee services for the company.

LIBRARY HOURS — READING AND EXAM PERIOD
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Dec. 9, 10, 11................. 8:00 a.m.-l:00
Saturday, December 12................................................ 8:00 a.m.-ll:45
Sunday, December 13..................................................... 9:00 a.m.-l:00
Monday-Friday, Dec. 14-18............................................. 8:00 a.m.-l:00
Saturday, Dec. 19............................................................8:00 a.m.-5:00

a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

CLASS OF

’90 or’91
A re you th in k in g a b o u t
te a c h in g as a c a re e r cho ice?
All students interested in secondary education or special
education/elementary education must obtain acceptable
scores on the PPST (Preprofessional Skills Test) before they
are formally accepted into the program or major.

W HAT:
WHEN:
WHERE:
C O ST:

PPST
Saturday, January 30
8:00 am -l:0 0 pm
Harkins 326
$35.00

A ll students wishing to take the te s t m ust re g iste r w ith Mrs. Daniels,
Harkins 367, BEFORE December 18. The $35 .00 registration fee MUST
be paid a t th a t time.

EDITORIALS
Stolen Stumpf Strains Students
Joe Rushworth, manager o f (he Barnes and Noble Bookstore, here a( PC,
has seen it all before. Each year during final exams, many a student's books
arc stolen by others hoping to sell the books back to the bookstore for an easy
profit.
For the student who has their book stolen, the problem is two-fold. In the
first place, the student loses the money he/she would have received if the book
was sold back to the bookstore. Secondly, and most importantly, the student
docs not have the proper texts he/she needs in order to prepare for final exams.
Rushworth urges students to write an identifiable mark on the same page
in each of their textbooks in order to avert the situation. For example, a stu
dent who was born on December 25 could draw a small cross on page 25 o f
each of his/her books. If after having done this, the student has the book stolen,
he can immediately report the theft to the bookstore. Rushworth keeps a list
o f the stolen books by title, identifying mark, the page numbers with the marks,
and the names of the students having books stolen.
When a student sells back a stolen textbook, the bookstore employee would
routinely check the book against the list of stolen books. As a result, the per
son selling back the book would face disciplinary action. Last year this system
was successful in apprehending a small number o f students.
Rushworth also advises students not to leave their textbooks unattended on
desks in the library. This system of "saving” a desk in the library is an open
invitation to any book thief. Since Rushworth began this system a few years
ago the reports o f stolen books has been reduced significantly. However, if
students take the proper precautions, the number o f these incidents will be
reduced to zero.

Commentary...

Honor And Cheating
“ The sense o f honor is of so fine
and delicate a nature, that it is on
ly to be met within minds which are
naturally noble, or in such as have
been cultivated by good examples,
or a refined education.” - Ad
dison, T h e G u a r d ia n , No. 161.
The concept o f honor is extoll
ed in literature, iterated and
reiterated in classrooms, and and
praised in public halls. Schools
adopt honor creeds, print them in
handbooks, or immortalize them in
bronze. Everyone like to be
thought o f as an honorable person.
No one would admit to being un
worthy of the trust and respect of
his fellow man. And yet all but a
few colleges and universities have
abandoned the honor system.
Has honor today lost its mean
ing? Is it nothing but an archaic no
tion? Classroom cheating us now so
widespread, it has become socially
acceptable. In a recent survey of
1,000 college students and 25,000
high school students, over 70 per
cent declared they saw nothing
wrong in cheating.
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What causes cheating anyway?
Poor classroom morale? Slovenly
teaching? Sloppy proctoring? or
just palin laziness, fear, and a
general low moral tone in the stu
dent body at large? Some feel it
results inevitably from the overuse
o f objective examinations which
overemphasize the regurgitation of
facts rather than the ability to think
logically and coherently.
But what is the mentality behind
cheating-aside from the moral con
siderations which are obvious,
serious, and o f utmost importance
in analysing the problem o f
cheating? Why do students believe
they have to cheat? What
psychology motivates the cheater?
Two facets o f personality are
disclosed in cheating. First, in tur
ning to others for academic salva
tion, the cheater asserts that they
are proficient, competent and able,
in comparison to himself who is ig
norant, inept and inefficient. The
cheater perceives himself as stupid
while others are knowledgeable.
Second, the cheater betrays a
perfectionist tendency. He/she says
in action, if not in words, that
h e/sh e feels h im self/herself
measured against standards which
are, at best, unrealistic and
overstrict, even though his/her
classmates are measured by the
same standards.
Contrary to what students think,
the worst consequence o f cheating

Fr. Joseph
Lennon
is not "getting caught.” Whether
apprehended or not, the cheating
student has "got caught” in a far
more significant sense. He has got
caught cheating himself.
Nothing is quite so damaging to
self-respect as a messimistic estima
tion of one’s self-and that is
precisely what the cheater has.
His cheating testifies to his desire
to be and to have the skills of
another. It marks a defeat in his
battle for personal dignity and
integrity.
Moreover, the cheater displays a
lack o f self-confidence-and selfconfidence is as necessary to pass
exams as it is to win ball games.
The cheater believes he must be
totally prepared in order to be com
petent at all. Short o f having
memorized his material word-forword, he feels that he will most cer
tainly fail. Any reliance on self to
rephrase, interpret, select from the
given materials or deviate from
them in any way, is already to ad
mit defeat.
The self-confidence that comes
from being at least relatively
prepared is totally lacking in the
cheater. The more the cheater
cheats, the more the habit-patterns
o f self-distrust reinforced, and all
the more does self-contempt effec
tively block an accurate perception
o f the academic situation.
Indeed, disciplinary action only
reinforces the cheater’s conception
o f himself as hopelessly incompe
tent; it doubles his dearth or selfassurance and self-esteem which

provoked cheating in the first
place. The cheater loses the oppor
tunity to take a chance on himself,
and the punishment inflicted, con
firms his conviction o f his own in
feriority. The naive notion that
cheating is necessarily the path to
a high or passing grade stays un
challenged; the overestimation of
others, as against oneself, remainsintact.
Nor does the cheater ever get the
opportunity to know himself and
to feel his own particular strengths
and weaknesses. As a result, his
self-reliance is undermined and his
sense o f personal responsibility
never develops as it should. That
is why it is difficult for the cheater
to reform. He is irresponsibly in
fantile. He lacks the courage and
the confidence characteristic of the
adult who has stretched his mind
and knows its tensile strength.
Even if he lacks ability in a par
ticular discipline, the cheater never
discovers it: hence he never
discovers his abilities either. The
pleasure that grows as skill
develops, and the satisfaction that
comes from vigorous mental exer
cise, are something the cheater
never experiences. He cannot take
pride in his forte because he has
never permitted himself to discover
it. He believes that a student is
totally defined by his grades, and
failure in a course means failure as
a person. Moreover, he cheats
himself out of a helpful lesson in
humility, which permits one, in
turn, to accept personal ineptitudes
with equanimity and personal fail
ings with tolerance.
Finally, the practical problem of
"having to pass” remains unmet
and unsolved. The cheater er
roneously believes that the only
solution to the problem of passing
a course centers around a single
alternative: cheating or not
cheating-when the problems might
be more efficiently, more safely
and more successfully solved by
many other possible alternatives.
For instance, he could ask for sug
gestions regarding improvement,
do extra work, develop better study
habits, seek further instruction and
suggestions from the instructor. All
these methods are certainly better
alternatives to cheating-and they
allow a student to maintain his
dignity, integrity, and self-respect.
F r. L e n n o n is t h e V ic e P r e s id e n t
o f C o m m u n ity A ffa i r s a t P ro 
v id e n c e C o lle g e .

COMMENTARY
Traffic Jams Plague America’s National Parks
At the end o f her tenure as
m ayor o f this ferm enting
metropolis, Dianne Feinstein prob
ably thought she had seen all the
stimulation life could hurl her way.
Then the telephone on her desk
rang, and from across the continent
in Washington the secretary of in
terior said he had a neat idea for
turning off the city’s water and
electricity.
Well, not really. Without pre
judging his idea—which he stresses
is only that, an idea,_ n ot a
proposal—this should be said:
Secretary Donald Hodel is having
Second Term Fun. His idea for
dismantling a dam and draining
Hetch Hetchy reservoir is the sort
o f thing that can only be thought
in a President’s second term, when
fatigue has everyone feeling a bit
flaky and they don’t mind raising
some dust.
The Hetch Hetchy water covers
what once was a dazzling valley
especially loved by John Muir,
founder of the San Francisco-based
Sierra Club. The valley would be
the worst for wear after six decades
under water, but Hodel rightly
thinks it would be fascinating to
watch nature restore it, as the
slopes o f Mount Saint Helens are
being restored.

Feinstein tartly calls Hodel’s
“ the worst idea since the sale of
weapons to Iran.” Hodel’s Cabinet
colleague. Secretary of Energy
John Harrington, clearly things the
idea is crackers because it would
cost billions—perhaps $6 billion—
to find alternative water supplies
and new sources of electricity, the
sale o f which is important to San
Francisco.
The Auburn dam to the north
would have to be completed. But
it has been stalled for 12 years
because o f worries about its abili
ty to withstand earthquakes, and
because of the opposition of en
vironmentalists who also hate the
dam at Hetch Hetchy. Completing
Auburn might cost $1 billion:
dismantling what there is o f it
might cost half that. The dam at
Hetch Hetchy is crucial to a
marvelous engineering achievement
which, with 155 miles o f tunnels
and pipelines, delivers water to the
n a tio n ’s
fo u rth
largest
metropolitan region. Hetch Hetchy
water is renowned for its purity
(everyone says it tastes great and is
less filling) and is, says Feinstein,
a San Franciscan’s "brithright.”
Hodel is the environmentalists’
3 a.m. nightmare, a conservative
with political and personal skills

George
Will
James Watt lacked. But with hs
Hetch Hetchy idea, he has flanked
environmentalists on the left. Such
is the suspicion, not to say
paranoia, o f some environmen
talists, there ar dark rumors about
Hodel wanting to drill for oil on the
valley floor. More reasonably,
some people see his idea as an ir
resistible (to a conservative) way of
discomfiting a city that is soggy
with political and cultural

liberalism. You want environmen
talism? Better buy some candles
and bottled water.
Actually, Hodel comes on as
James Herriot, friend of chip
munks and all other creatures great
and sm all, including the
Americanus Touristus. a herd
traveling, camera-slung biped that
flocks to Yosemite valley in in
convenient numbers, causing the
valley to be as congested as a shop
ping mall.
Hodel rightly says that adding a
million acres to Yosemite would
not diminish congestion in the
valley because everyone wants to
see El Capitan and the other
famous splendors. Solution: Add
a valley. Feinstein argues that ad
ding a valley with a floor a milcand-a-quarter long will not ap
preciably alleviate congestion in the
more famous valley. And anyway,
if it did, it would make Hetch
valley something that Muir would
not have wanted.
Hodel has started a splendid
row, not lest among environmen
talists. However, Congress must be
the dam-buster and, even were it to
approve, the project would take 10
years, by which time the Big One
(the anticipated earthquake, that is)
may have rearranged San Fran

cisco. So there is no immediate
need to panic, at least about Hetch
Hetchy.
Feinstein is almost certainly right
on the merits, but merits aren’t
everything and Hodel’s idea has a
lovely disproportion, expressing an
almost heroic indifference to mere
practicality. The idea that the coun
try in its current fiscal condition
should spend S6 billion to disman
tle an engineering marvel in order
to dry out a pretty little valley is,
coming from a conservative,
piquant.
H ow ever,, in recent decades
many environm entalists have
spread for themselves a big blanket
on the moral high ground and had
a picnic, suggesting that anyone
who talks in terms o f trade-offs
(urban need vs. conservation;
tourist desires vs. preservation) is
insensitive. Hodel has, at a stroke,
rained on the picnic, driving a lot
o f people indoors to talk about
trade-offs.

George Will is a syndicated col
umnist fo r the Washington Post
Writers Group. His column ap
pears weekly in The Cowl.

Bono and The Boss Help Create a Very Special Christmas
Recently, in fact over Thanksgiv
However, on my way out, I pass
ing Break, I had the opportunity to ed a n o th e r mecca o f - my
cruise to the mall near my home adolescence - the infam ous
and partak e o f my favorite
RECORD STORE. As I stood in
pastime: SHOPPING. (My parents
front o f the door, I recalled the
read my last article, felt badly, and
hundreds of dollars I had spent in
gave me the much needed and ap places like this much to the dismay
preciated “ cash-in-a-flash.” ) So o f my parents. Oh, what’s another
there I was battling the crowds and tore.stape, I thought as I entered the
quickly becoming frustrated as I
watched my favorite stores become
mere mob scenes. I witnessed
women b attle over sweaters,
dresses, leather coats, and tics. It
was pure, unadulterated chaos.
Where was that festive Christmas
Spirit?? Well, it certainly wasn’t in
Benetton, Ann Taylor, Bloomingdale’s, or Saks Fifth Avenue.
Disgusted and anxious to leave the
mall, I searched franticly for the
nearest exit.

Kim
Rainis

a certain display caught my eye.
I remembered reading about this
one tape in a recent issue o f Roll
ing Slone; the tape, with a simple
red and gold cover, was the project
o f Eunice Kennedy Shriver, Chair
man o f Special Olympics Interna
tional and was entitled A Very
Special Christmas. I didn’t have to
think twice before I made my way
to the register and dug out $10.00
for the tape. Afterall it was for a
good cause.
Leaving the mall I opened the
cassette and looked at the playlist.
Bruce Spingsteen. Sting. The
P retenders, M adonna, RunD.M .C., Whitney Houston, and
U2 were among the fifteen artists
involved with the project. (The en
tire profits go towards the Special
Olympics - a sporting event for the

mentally retarded and handicap
ped.) I couldn't wait to through
this one into the tape deck.
Well, was I in for a surprise - the
selections surpassed all of my expections. From now on traditional
Christmas songs would never be
the same. Hearing the Eurythmics’
version of “ Winter Wonderland”
was enough to put even the great
Bing Crosby to shame. (Sorry
Bing.) Madonna's “ Santa Baby"
is a definite reminiscent o f here
“ Material Girl” days and John
Cougar Mellencamp claims to have
seen Mommy kissing Santa Claus.
(I didn't think that they scooped
way out there in the Bread Basket
of America - way to go Mrs.
Mellencamp!!) My buddies, Bono
and the Boys, also have a song on
the tape thanks to the infamous
Continued on page 6

Charlie Brown and Lucy Were Right
It’s
C hristm as
C harlie
Brown...Remember that favorite
Christmas special, shown every
year to leach us about Christmas.
Charlie Brown, instead o f buying
a fake tree, majestic and plastic,
buys a puny and real tree only to
the chagrin o f his friends. But the
little tree gets it's revenge after
Snoopy decorates it, finally becom
ing a beautiful and magnificent tree
through ornaments and love. Linus
gels up and tells the audience about
the Three Kings and Baby Jesus
and they all live happily ever after
knowing the true meaning of
C h ristm a s...a good exam ple,
although not followed to closely by
the real world.
Instead o f a time for cheer and
merryment. Christmas has become
a time to make a buck. Two weeks
before Thanksgiving the displays
start going up, with the fake trees
and nylon bulbs. Thanksgiving
weekend rolls around and the video
blitzkrieg begins. I saw Santa in

Bermuda for American Airlines,
Santa giving his endorsement for
Mrs. Smith's breaded fish pro
ducts, Mrs Claus getting Mr. Claus
to eat Wieght Watcher's meals, and
an elf calling Father Christmas ’fat
so’. I overdosed on Christmas com
mercials. I saw Talking Big Birds
and Alf creatures, robotron and
Lazer Tag, and Rambo guns and
grenades. I dove for cover, turned
off the TV and listened to the
radio. 92PRO-FM is giving away
this and WHJY giving away that,
and the Journal was filled with
Christmas ads. The last straw was
the bank in Slavin, with their pot
ted poinsettas, I can't see the
clerks. I’m not a Scrooge, just tired
o f the Christmas bulldozer of
plastic retailism.
The meaning of the season is not
retail sales, as the local news broad
casts keep us up to date with the ex
pected consumer spending of the
C hristm as
season.
Rather
Christmas is what Charlie Brown
said many years ago, giving. Not

Pat
Gallagher
just giving o f gifts, but o f
ourselves. It doesn't matter how
much our gifts cost, or what
designer label they carry. My little
cousin once gave me his prized

possesion, a teddy bear. Not a
Gund teddy bear, but a raggedy
and beat up teddy bear, and when
he went to sleep, I made sure he
had a new- teddy bear. But this 5
year old, not yet ruined by the
modern Christmas feeling, gave me
his favorite thing in the world. I
couldn't spend my gift, or save it
and return it later, or even keep it
for twenty years and sell it as an an
tique. I’ve since given it back to his
Mother for prosperity and it now
.sits in th eir attic aw aiting
grandchildren.
It’s a shame a 5 year old knows
more about Christmas than most
people around him. He didn't lose
any values as we have. Okay, so I
ask my parents for Spring Break
money, but I don't expect it. A
friend o f mine has a large family,
and each member buys for a certain sibling. She gets one gift, but
she’s satisfied. She realizes that it's
not what or how many you get, it’s
that someone cared enough to give.

While we watch Santa in a new
Oldsmobile or playing Lazer Tag.
let's try to rem em ber what
Christmas is all about. Charlie
Brown had it right for so many
years, Christmas isn't commercial,
but a time for giving.

Letters to the Editor:

Republicans Offer A
Fact-filled Explanation

Dear Editor:
In response to Patrick Gallagher’s recent criticism of the Young
Republicans for President Reagan's nomination o f Robert Bork, I
feel compelled to respond to set the record straight.
The PC Young Republicans are a vital part of the Rhode Island
Republican Party. Our parly has been at the forefront of progressive
reforms to help women and other minorities.
After all, it was the Republican Party that ran the first woman for
the United States Senate - Ruth Briggs in 1966 and Barbara Leonard
in 1984.
Republican Lila M. Sapinsley became the first woman to be elected
to a leadership position in the RI General Assembly when she became
the Senate Minority Leader in 1974. Again, it was the Republican Party
that endorsed the first woman for statewide office when Haiganush
Bedrosian ran for Secretary o f State in 1976. Bedrosian later became
the first woman to be appointed a Family Court Judge. In 1978,
Claudine Schneider became the the first woman to run for Congress
from RI. In 1980, Schneider was elected to her first two-year term.
Congresswoman Schneider has been re-elected in 1982, 1984, and 1986.
In 1982, Rep. Susan L. Farmer became the first elected woman to
state office when she became Secretary o f State. Mrs. Farmer was
re-elected to that post in 1984 with over 70 percent o f the vote. In
1984, five out of the eight federal and state-wide Republican candidates
were women. In that election, Rep. Arlene Violet became the first
woman Attorney General in the nation. In addition to Violet, the GOP
ticket also included Barbara Leonard, Claudine Schneider, Susan
Farmer, and Lila Sapinsley for Lt. Govenor. In addition, there are
currently 12 Rep. members o f the State Senate - five o f them are
women.
And our record does not stop there. In 1976, it was the RI
Republican Party that ran the first Black for state office when John
Daluz was the candidate for General Treasurer. Also, it was the GOP’s
Paul Gaines who became the first black Mayor o f Newport in 1980.
Again it was the GOP who elected Leila Mahoney to be the first Chair
woman of a RI political party. Gov. Edward D. DiPrete has appointed
more women to state government positions than ever before. And it
was Rep. DiPrete who appointed the first woman to serve on the State
Board of Elections.
U.S. Senator John H. Chafee has been a consistent voice for passage'
of the Equal Rights Amendment and was one of the five GOP Senators
to vote against the Bork nomination. So, as you can see, the RI GOP
has been the supporter of women and minorities. We take a back seat
to no one. In fact, we were advocating equality and parity long before
it became fashionable.
Therefore it is ridiculous to criticize the members of the PC Young
Republicans because President Reagan nominated Bork. It is as
ridiculous to say that all whites in the 1950s and 1960s wanted to keep
the Blacks at the back of the bus. As ridiculous to say that all Ger
mans were in favor of Hitler’s massacre o f the Jews.
The RI Republicans have a record second to none, and the PC
Young Republicans are to be congratulated for joining with the real
party of the people.
Sincerely,
Scott Avedisian
Chairman, RI Young Republicans
Class of 1987

Equality Urged Towards
PC Minorities
Dear Editor:
Recently, the Board o f Minority Student Affairs called a special
meeting to discuss the growing problems o f racial incidents on the
Providence College campus. The gathering included a number of
minority students, student leaders, administrators, faculty, and at least
one alumna. I was surprised and saddened by the number of racist at
tacks that have been made on our minority students this semester;
I was not shocked by this revelation nor was I unaware of the per
vasive presence of racism in our Providence College community. Our
students tend to come from good. Northeastern suburban. Catholic
environments that, in spite of or because of this comfortableness, often
leave them woefully unprepared to relate to people who are not from
their somewhat narrow and culturally limited backgrounds. Unfor
tunately, Providence College, in my opinion, tends to reinforce the
socially and culturally exclusive views that too many o f our students
unconsciously bring to college with them; this is not a conscious policy
of Providence College but the consequences are still the same.
Our administration is commendably moving the college in a dirtion that will make us a more culturally pluralistic community, reflec
tive o f the world in which we all must live. It is imperative at this point
that all of us, administrators, faculty, staff, and students work together
for the creation of a truly Catholic community here, one that respects
and affirms the diverse backgrounds and traditions that we bring to
Providence College.
Sincerely,
Fr. Peter M. Batts, O.P.

Irate Secretary Speaks Out
Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to two articles in your recent Cowl which
I find very disturbing.
First of all, if you are not already aware o f the fact, I would like
to let it be known that not only faculty and students were inconve
nienced by the snow storm but the secretarial staff as well. This is
the second time that you have mentioned a snow storm without even
considering that we exist. I would appreciate it if you would, in the
future, remember that we are part of the college community as well.
Secondly, that Robert McGehee could write such a terrible article
about the girls in the PC R.I. Hospital Trust Bank is terribly unfair.
I find them to be very courteous and efficient. What makes Robert
think that dealing with people all day is such a privilege. I, personal
ly, find all the tellers to be very competent and courteous.
Sincerely,
Sylvia White
Secretary. PWC Program

Fr. Lennon’s Suggests Revisions
in Off-Campus Attitudes
by Fr. Joseph L. Lennon, O.P.
Brown University just got shot
down by the zoning board in their
attempt to build a dormitorycommercial complex on the East
Side. Despite the administration’s
two year no-stone-unturned effort
to
win
over
residents,
neighborhood opposition killed the
plan.
In like manner, the new P.C. liv
ing modules have roiled some near
by Elmhurst residents into a low
key, less organized, but somewhat
vocal resistance. They foresee
themselves swamped by increased
traffic-flow, pedestrian congestion,
vandalism , noise, undesirable
visitors, petty theft, partying, park
ing problems; but most o f all, they
panic at the thought of debased
property values and deteriorating

Such resentm ent is
emblematic o f a middleclass community's not-inmy-backyard mentality.
quality o f residential life.
Such resentment is emblematic
o f a middle-class community’s notin-my-backyard mentality. When
any organization has to deal with
a com m unity, a block, a
neighborhood that represents a
relatively immobile population’s
greatest investment in life-a house,
owned by hard-working, middleclass people-it should come as no
surprise that anything which is any
way challenges the value o f the in
vestment, or even the life style

associated with it, will frighten,
threaten, and antagonize.
Resistance to local change is not
limited to the middle-class, of
course. Witness, for instance, the
fuss over half-way houses for the
retarded or mentally ill in upper
class section o f the city or sites for

Providence College existed
long before most residents
arrived...
a garbage disposal plant.
Citizens, who already feel
powerless and alienated from a
political system that largely takes
them for granted, are likely to in
terpret any further institutional ex
pansion on their turf as an attack
on themselves. Providence College
existed long before most residents
arrived, but the off-cam pus
overflow o f students into the sur
rounding sector gives neighbors the
feeling of being overwhelmed by an
invading army.
Expect no radical change in the
attitudes of alarmed middle-class
citizens. They picture themselvesbacks against the wall-fighting for
hearth and home. The change
should come in the attitudes o f col
lege officials and students who can
not live without the good-will of
their neighbors.
To som ehow com pensate
residents for the putative aggrava
tion o f students dwelling in their
midst, there ought to be an all-out
effort to persuade them that their
fears are exaggerated, if not
groundless. This involves dialogue
All
conversation,
says

The Cowl welcomes all responsible
comments and suggestions in letters
to the editor. It is the policy of the
editorial board that name and phone
number be submitted. The Cowl
will not print any letters of anonymity
at any time.
The Cowl reserves the right to edit
material based on space limitations and
content matter.
Deadline is Friday, 5 P.M., Slavin Room

psychologist Eric Berne, are transac
tions that can be classified as either
complementary or crossed. “Cross
ed” transactions create tension and
result in arguments, hurt feelings,
and broken relationships. “ Com
plementary” transactions reduce
tension and move conversation
toward a positive resolution.
Notice the “ complementary” is
spelled with an “ e.”
Using complementary dialogue
does not imply that one agrees to
be manipulated by the anger of
others, that one can never say
“ no,” or that one will ultimately
agree with the claims o f other peo
ple. It does, however, lower the
emotional pitch, eases the way to
pinpointing real issues, and turns
away hostility inappropriately aim
ed at the person. Neighbors and
students deserve this kind of
dialogue.
But actions speak louder than
words. To smooth the ruffled
feathers, and dem onstrate
benevolence, students might: in
troduce themselves upon arrival;
offer help in keeping property neat
and clean; volunteer to sweep up
debris from sidewalks and streets;
assist the Elmhurst Crime Watch
Association (Note Haley’s reaction
(Nov. 18) to Toole’s Cowl article
(Nov. 12); join OCRO; support
legislation designed to upgrade the
Elmhurst area; exhibit the unfail
ing courtesy expected of Pro
vidence College ladies and
gentlemen. These efforts, some
already in effect, may not always
keep our neighbors happy, but they
will serve to lessen the friction and
emotional agitation which obstruct
reasonable solutions.
Continued from page 5
Phil Spector. “ Christmas (Baby
Please Come Home)” is, in my opi
nion, one awesome tune, in fact, it
might just be the grooviest song on
the tape. I wouldn’t think twice if
Bono called me up and sang those
lines to me over the phone. I’d be
home in less than a second!!
So if you’re ever in a record store
defying your parents, don’t hesitate
to buy A Very Special Christmas.
It would make a great Christmas
gift for anyone one your list as it
is the culmination of the true mean
ing o f the Holiday Spirit. Merry
Christmas to all!!!!!
Kim Rainis is a member o f the
Class o f 1990.

Letters to the Editor:
English Proficiency

Natural Science Foul-Up Alleviated

Dear Editor:
I shall resist the temptation to respond patronizingly to Matthew
F. Gaffney’s broadside against the Honors Program and seek simply
to be clear. But I shall admit to a certain pique at both Mr. Gaffney
and the Cowl for impugning the reputations of at least four faculty
members when in fact a simple telephone call would have explained
the facts.
Certainly, Mr. Gaffney must know that the Proficiency Examina
tion is only one o f the ways, and clearly not the best way, that the
English Department uses to determine proficiency in writing. Except
for those required to take a course in English Composition, non-honors
freshmen have always had the option o f bypassing the examinations
and earning proficiency by taking courses such as Introduction to
Literature and Readings in Literature in which the college professor
is empowered to confer proficiency (or not) after a semester of
monitoring students’ papers. Similarly, if an Honors course is taught
by an English professor, he or she is empowered after monitoring the
plentiful evidence (Honors students write more papers in one semester
than many PC students write in four years) to confer proficiency (or
not) after consulting with the Director of the Honors Program and
with the Director of the Writing Program.
Certainly, the reams of multiple submissions, both out-of-class and
in-class essays, tell a professor more about student writing skills than
the slender evidence o f a single examination. Those students who wager
their proficiency on the single examination have decided not to take
an English course. That is their right. But it is not their right to im
pugn the motives of those who travel a different, and much more dif
ficult, route.
Sincerely,
Rodney K. Delasanta
Director of the Honors Program
Professor of English
E12345

Loyal Fan Impedes
New York Sports
Dear Editor:
I used to find it amusing to turn to the back page o f the Cowl each
week and see Dan Lawler do a poor imitation of Mike Lupica’s herald
ed column in the New York Daily News "Shooting From the Lip.”
New York fans are not looking to turn to anyone other than their
own teams. Anyone who is the least bit familiar with New York knows
that New York fans arc some o f the most die-hard fans in America.
Giant, Met, Jet, Ranger, Islander, Yankee, and Knick fans are
especially known for their loyalty to their teams during troubled times.
Ask John Madden and Pat Summerall, they only do Giant games
because they LIKE the Giants. To say that we would devote our
loyalties elsewhere is an insult.
On a lesser note and just to set the record straight, New York funds
THREE football and hockey teams. Sorry Dan. Also, suppose we
were looking to turn our loyalties to a winning basketball team, why
wouldn’t we turn to a real winner such as the World Champion Los
Angeles Lakers?
Dan Lawler is obviously a New England fan who is understandably
frustrated with the recent failures o f the Celtics, Patriots, and Red
Sox to win the big game.
Sincerely,
Kenneth R. Wolff
Class of 1989

PC’s ‘Best Mirror’
Is Still Not Forgotten
Dear Editor:
For a number o f years, I had not been receiving the Cowl. Little
did I realize when I went my mailbox here in Houston recently that
the renewal would bring the news of F r. Heath’s death on October 24.
Reading through Fr. Heath’s obit, I must admit that I searched for
what, at least to a number of us, was one o f his crowning achievements
- he was the moderator for the Class o f 1964. To this day, I cannot
think of PC or my class without Fr. Heath coming to - in no small
way, he kept us together during our four years at the College and
since. I do not think that there is one member o f our class who will
have gone through his life without the recurring memory of “ Wally.”
I hold special thoughts for Fr. Heath, not only because of the many
experiences with him. When I was co-chairman for our class’ ring com
mittee and editor o f the Cowl, but also because of his omnipresence
on campus. Wherever he was, his presence was felt - literally palpably.
I recall well when I was accorded the privilege of what was at the
time known as “ early rise” (a form of penalty for all sorts o f wrong
doings, for example,returning to campus after bedcheck.) One of my
“ early rises” was a bit unique - as I was required for some two weeks
not only to greet a Dominican at 6 a .m. at Harkins Hall as he arrived
to say his daily Mass, but also to wish Fr. Heath goodnight at 1 a.m.
at Harkins after he had finished his nightly viewing of the Tonight
show. As you might expect, the experience forged a further bond bet
ween us.
A number o f my teachers from elementary through law school have
died over the years. Oddly, however, I had not before sat and cried
after hearing o f such a death. On the day the Cowl arrived with the
news of Fr. Heath’s passing, I did.
I asked myself why, and I feel on reflection that I have the answers.
Wally was a Dominican, a teacher, a counsellor, a guide, a friend,
in many ways a classmate - few can lay claim to filling so many roles
for so many people. In sum, Fr. Heath was unique -he was a oner!!
A sixteenth century English poet said "T he best mirror is an old
friend." On October 24, the Class of 1964 lost its “ best mirror."
Sincerely,
Francis J. Devlin
Class of 1964

By Sr. Laura Landen, O.P.
Brian Kennedy is to be con
gratulated for his article in the
November 18 issue o f the Cowl
concerning overenrollment. As
Director o f the Natural Science
Program, I welcome this oppor
tunity to respond. My reply is
directed to two concerns: incon
sistency and laziness.
First, Providence College lacks
a consistent course o f action to be
followed by students wishing to
overenroll. In some cases the stu
dent secures perm ission to
overenroll from the individual in
structor, then merely obtains a
“ stamp o f approval” from the
department chairperson or pro
gram director. This may be ap
propriate when very few sections of
a course are offered. In other
departm ents
o r program s,
however, the student is granted per
mission to overenroll exclusively by
the chairperson or director.
The Natural Science Program
administers only two courses
Natural Science I (physical science)
and Natural Science II (biological
science). For the second semester
seven sections o f NSI and eleven
sections o f NSI I are available to
students. In order justly to
distribute the teaching load o f over
680 students among the 10 pro
fessors involved in these multiple
sections , permission to overenroll
is granted only by the Director,

sipce the Director has access to the
constantly changing enrollment
figures during the registration
period. Mr. Kennedy’s lengthy
search for the signature o f the pro
fessor o f his choice was thus for
naught, and an understandable
source of frustration.
PC needs a clearly stated pro
cedure for overenrollment which
will be fair both to students and to
professors. Thanks arc due Mr.

Guest
Columnist
Sister
Laura
Landan
Kennedy for drawing attention lo
this need. On a more personal note
I would like lo add that no student
who was unable to fit an open sec
tion o f Natural Science into his or
her schedule
was denied
overenrollment.
The second issue raised by Mr.
Kennedy is by far more serious.
Mr. Kennedy was advised by two
different faculty members to avoid

a certain professor o f Natural
Science. Why? Is this professor in
competent? Frequently late or un
prepared? Someone from whom
students cannot learn? I remember
well Brian’s situation, and thus the
"dreaded” professor involved,
Lack o f competence is not the
issue. The said professor, rather, is
noted for both high standards and
fairness. Why, then, go to such
great lengths (unfortunately con
doned and even advised by other
faculty) to avoid this professor.
This instructor's sections are
perceived to be difficult because
students are required to deal with
simple mathematics that could be
mastered by high school freshmen.
My perception is that, by and large,
PC students fear even simple
algebra. The class o f 1990 has an
average SAT math score of 540, so
such extreme fear would seem to be
without basis.
The issue here may be laziness.
Mr. Kennedy expended con
siderable physical and emotional
energy to avoid intellectual
challenge. Far more than a clear
overenrollment process, PC needs
a consistent effort among its facul
ty to uphold high academic stan
dards and a willingness among its
students to handle mathematics
beyond the calculations o f their
“ cum” s. Mr. Kennedy is most to
be praised for so graphically il
lustrating this need.

PC Young Republicans: A Step
Beyond Ideology
By Chris Shaban
When Scott Avedisian asked me
to head the formation o f the PC
Young Republicans this past
September, I was presented with an
opportunity to reach out to a
school that has been labelled as
politically “ isolated and dormant.”
Since this formation we have aggresively recruited over two hun
dred new members and have began
to set our agenda.
Several o f our members have
traveled to New H am pshire,
Philadelphia, and Orlando, Florida
to gain additional understanding of
what it means to be a member of
the Young Republicans, and what
we, as college students, can do to
become involved. In announcing
our “ Youth Outreach ’88” at a
press conference held on October
25, 1987, the Young Republicans
o f Rhode Island demonstrated that
we are a growing organization
within this traditionally Democratic
state. With our membership drive
fully intact, we must now look now
look to the part o f what the PC
Young Republicans are all about.
Looking ahead, in January, we
will host a conference in Newport
o f the New England Young
Republicans which will include a
campaigning school. We will be in
volved with the local, state, and US
Presidential primaries as well as the
elections in November o f 1988. (I
was recently appointed the RI
Campaign Manager for “ George
Bush For President” ). In March,

those interested may attend the YR
Leadership
C onference
in
Washington, DC. Jobs may be
available at the RI Statehouse and
the GOP Headquarters for those
interested. This agenda is sure to
expand as we become more
organized around campus and
define our goals.
Now you may ask, as Pat
Gallagher and Bob Toole have,
why the Republican Party? Despite
the recent shortcomings of the
Reagan Administration, the YR
group at PC must look at the pro
gress that has been made, and how
we can make a difference through
our involvement in future activities.
(The prospect o f the G orbachev/Reagan Summit talks this
week.) The YR offer the oppor
tunity as the largest political youth
organization in the US (4 to I over
the Young Democrats) to become
• involved in local, state, and na
tional politics; meet key political
figures; travel; and possibly run for
political office thus offering the
chance to help not only the com
munity, but ourselves, with issues
relating to PC students.
Key to this involvement arc the
leaders of the RI Republican Par
ty, with whom we will have the op
portunity to meet whether at func
tions, fundraisers, and other
political events. Governor Edward
E. DiPrete, now midway through
his second term, has lead RI
through an economic renaissance:
made education his primary in
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itiative for 1987; and has an ap
proval rating unmatched by any
other US governor. In 1986, he was
re-elected by a 65 percent majority
- unmatched in this traditionally
Democratic state.
Congressw om an
Claudine
Schneider and Senator John
C hafee arc two popular Rl
Republicans serving in Washington
who are both noted their
achievements in Soviet Relations
and the Environment, respectively.
Slate Republican C hairm an Mike
Levesque has made decisive steps
in looking at the future o f the
Republican Party, and with Scott
Avedisianas as the YR Chairman,
the Party will continue to meet
these challenges head on.
Working with these and other
Republican leaders in RI. the PC
Young Republicans will help direct
this state to a more promising
future, and will have a direct voice
in our political system. The PC
Young Republicans arc not a NeoNazi organization o f crazed "rich
kids." We arc an organization of
people who believe in equality,
democracy, justice, and ultimate
ly success in aiding not only
ourselves .but society as well. This
article is just an introduction, as
will our meeting on the evening of
December 9, 1987. But beyond this
is the opportunity to help shape the
future o f the GOP, the State of
Rhode Island, and ourselves.

The Cowl

is c u r r e n tly

s o li c i t i n g g u e s t c o lu m n is t s f r o m t h e P C c o m m u n i
t y . A n y S t u d e n t , P r o f e s s o r , o r A d m in is t r a t o r w h o
w o u ld lik e t o w r it e a c o lu m n f o r t h e s e c t i o n , s h o u ld
s u b m it t h e ir e s s a y s t o
F r id a y , 6 p .m .

The Cowl o f f i c e

n o la te r t h a n

Be there..
4 t h A n nual

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL

“ B e t t e r Than A S h opping M a ll!
Saturday, Dec. 12 and Sunday, Dec. 13
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
In the Peterson Rec. Center
OVER 150 VENDORS!
Better than a Shopping Mall!
•Jewelry
•Arts & Crafts
•Toys
•Cosmetics

•Hats
•Sportswear
•Sweatshirts
•T-shirts
•Stuffed Animals
•Wreaths
•Posters
•Ceramics
•Shoes - Mugs
•Ornaments
•Tapes & Records
•and much, much more

A U C T IO N !
Saturday, Dec. 12 — 2:00 p.m.

FOOD PAVILION
Fried Dough - Clam Chowder
Hot Dogs - Soda
Hot Pretzels — Baked Ziti
Grinders - Barbaras P izza

Cookies - Ice Cream
Candy - Hot Chocolate
★ Nachos with Cheese*
and much, much more!!

C O N T IN U O U S
E N T E R T A IN M E N T
WDOM Broadcasting Live 91.3 FM

Haircuts • Student Slaves • Tickets • Flowers
• Arts & Crafts
Blue Point Restaurant Certificate
Biltmore R estaurant Certificate • Muldoon's Certificate
“ Accent on Fitness” Club Membership
*Racquetball with Fr. Quigley*
★ Dinner with Dean Gemma *
and much, much more!

SATURDAY
John Mizzoni (PC student)........................... 10 a.m.
Ron Bianco and “ Bilbo the Singing Dog”
Kids Show.........................................................1 1 a.m.
Exclusive PC Student Show......................... 12p.m.
Timi Muesell (PC Student)............................. 1p.m.
Auction..............................
2 p.m.
SUNDAY
John Mizzoni (PC student)..................10 a.m.
Cheerleading Exhibition

D U N K IN G B O O T H
TAKE YOUR FINAL FRUSTRATIONS
OUT ON FACULTY MEMBERS,
FELLOW STUDENTS
★ FAST EDDIE or the LOUD MOUTH
CLOWN! *

(Hosted by PC’s own cheerleaders).......................1 2 p .m .

Aerobic Exhibition..........................12:30 p.m.
Lou Pagliarini & Bruce Q uinn....... 1:00 p.m.
Timi M uesell (PC student)..................3 p.m.
and much, much more

ADULTS — $1.25 • SR. CITIZENS -

75'

PC STUDENTS -

75'

75' • CHILDREN (Under 10 -

P R O C E E D S IN P A R T TO B E N E F IT
T H E M E E T IN G S T R E E T S C H O O L

FREE)

Merry Christmas

The RA job is a challenging, rewarding and unique position. It is difficult
for anyone who has not worked in Residence Life to understand the frustra
tions and joys of being a RA. While most people go to work and then go home,
RAs go home to work. It’s a 24-hour experience. There’s no time-clock, the
only way to “ punch out” is to go off campus!
RAs plan programs, enforce rules, mediate conflicts, do paperwork, answer
questions, listen to complaints and problems, be positive role models and re
main good students. Why do RAs do it? Financial benefits are helpful but they
don’t equal the amount of time and energy that good RAs put into the posi
tion. RAs have a chance to work with a variety of people. Most importantly,
RAs influence students’ lives and make a difference at PC.
The Office of Residence Life would like to take this opportunity to express
their appreciation to the men and women who serve as Resident Assistants.

David Burke
Barry Williams
Dave Christoforo
Mark Catania
Neil Farren
Michael Knight
John Coakley
Greg Christenson
Jim Julian
Mark Gagnon
Bruce Quinn
Sean Smith
Dave Donohoe
Bill Hemmerle
Peter Callahan
Mark Harriman
Steven Gerstenfeld
Tony Casas
Jim Coughlin
John Grasso
Kevin O ’Shea
Mike Reeves
Scott DiChristofero
Paula Santos
Nancy Alfano
Mary McFadden
Nancy Bica

Karen Forneris
Mary Taylor
Jennifer Maultsby
Maria Norman
Sadie Shaker
Tricia Keightley
Jill Jackson
Kara Lovering
Meghan Conroy
Katie DiFabio
Karen White
Pamela Harrop
Sheri Abraham
Amy Sylvestre
Chris Delorey
Heidi Geissel
Ann Connell
Linda Joyce
Colleen Sheehan
Jamie Sousa
Cathy Zienowicz
Sandy Turgeon
Joanne Christiano
Sheryl Sendlenski
Monique Ferguson
Katie Auger

BUSINESS
The Good Doctor

Business Briefs
Week of December 1-7, 1987
compiled by David Goodwin

million a year.

***The W.R. Grace Company
has continued with its string of
asset sales which began in 1985 by
announcing the sales o f its
ag ricu ltu ral
and
chemical
businesses. The sales will be made
in separate transactions rather than
together.

• • • Japan has had a trade surplus
fall o f almost fifty percent for the
first twenty days o f November.
This fall has occurred because of in
creased imports for Japan. This in
creased importing is what the U.S.
has been demanding for more than
the past few months.

• • • Scott Paper Company, the
largest producers of toilet tissue,
paper towels and napkins, has an
nounced that it will significantly
reduce the number of employees in
its Philadelphia headquarters by
early next year. This is part o f a
cost cutting program that began in
1980.

• • • The Ford Motor Company
has had the highest sales o f foreign
cars in France during 1987. Ford
has sold 116,540 cars compared to
Fiat o f Italy at 111,135.

• • • Kraft Inc., makers o f cheese
and other food products, has an
nounced the sale of Duracell Inc.,
its battery division. Market analysts
value the company at about $1
billion and believe that Kastman
Kodak Company and The Fuji
Photo Film Company to be the
leading contenders for the sale.
Kraft has decided to make the sale
so that it can concentrate more on
its food business.
• • • The U.S. Supreme Court is
reviewing the Natural Gas Policy
Act of 1978, a Federal law that
eliminates regulation o f natural gas
prices. The government proposes
that the ruling improperly sets
minimum prices for natural gas. If
the government were to stop
natural gas price regulation, con
sumers could save as much as $100

• • • The U.S. House of Represen
tatives approved a spending bill by
a vote o f 248 to 170 o f S587 billion
for 1988. President Reagan has
threatened to veto the bill though,
because it includes several provi
sions that he opposes.
• • • The Commerce Department
reported that the number o f new
houses sold in October fell sharp
ly. This gives evidence that the col
lapse o f the stock market several
weeks ago is affecting various other
aspects o f the economy in the U.S.
• • • In a continued move that is
placing Japan on Wall Street even
more, The Yaseida Mutual Life In
surance Company has agreed to
pay $300 million for an equity stake
of twenty-five percent in Paine
Webber Group Inc. The move will
propel Paine Webber further into
the Japanese market, will increase
its capital base and lastly stop all
chances o f a hostile takeover.

by Susan Holian
As Dr. William S. Sachs sits
behind his desk, his crew cut and
civilian dress resemble that o f a
retired Army General. However,
the recent edition to P .C .’s
marketing department has never
been an Army General. Rather, he
has spent his life’s work in business
and education.
After obtaining his Ph.D. in
Economics from Columbia Univer
sity over thirty years ago. Dr. Sachs
began his career as a professor at
Brooklyn College. Soon thereafter .
realizing he could not support his
family on a teacher’s salary, Dr.
Sachs entered the business world.
Beginning as the marketing
m anager o f The Advertising
Research Foundation, Dr. Sachs
went on to become Corporate
Treasurer o f Coles Communica
tion, a Fortune 500 company, and
also president of his own consulting
firm.
After his family had grown. Dr.
Sachs returned to teaching, where
he involved himself in self-renewal
through
researching
and
publishing.
Along with magazine articles,
Dr. Sachs has kept himself busy in
the marketing field with four
published books, one written and
due out next year, and an agree-

ment to write two more. His last
book, co-authored with Herbert
Katzenstein, is one o f the first
academic books written on the sub
ject of direct marketing. Before the
publication o f this book (1985),
most colleges and universities
which offered a direct marketing
course were forced to teach using
trade books or ‘‘how to” books as
texts. Now, with Sachs and
Katzenstein’s book, these schools
and others are able to teach
students direct marketing from an
academic point o f view.
During the course of the inter
view, Dr. Sachs mentions that his
direct marketing book has been
voted a contemporary classic by the
New York Direct Marketing Club.
He says this with a laugh, as if he
is in awe o f his own accomplish
ment. When asked why he laugh
ed, the professor states his outlook
in life, that is, one “ should always
take things with laughter.”
As a teacher, Dr. Sachs feels he
cannot merely read books and ar
ticles to keep up with his field. He
stated his philosophy: “ I do not
believe any teacher is a good
teacher without research and
publishing.” He feels a teacher
may become obsolete without this.
To those teachers who claim resear
chers and publishers do not make
good teachers, he questions “ Why

not?” Dr. Sachs does not believe
he is the best teacher, but because
of. the knowledge he gains through
his researc h, he has the means to go
beyond the textbook and teach his
students material which is not con
fin ed there.
Before coming to Providence
College last year, Dr. Sachs taught
graduate school classes at Saint
John’s University in new York. He
occasionally
tau g h t
an
undergraduate class, but to Dr.
Sachs that was easy; undergraduate
classes need no preparation. Also,
he does not use notes in his
leaching or while writing. Rather,
he studies and researches until the
knowledge is in his head. He shuns
using notes because he feels “ You
will find yourself transposing your
notes into paper,” or as in
teaching, into words.
Dr. Sachs is enjoying his new
position at Providence College.
One reason is his strong dislike for
metropolitan areas such as New
York. However, he likes the school
and respects the students, calling
them a “ better quality” than St.
John’s. As a student at P .C ., one
should be proud o f the extreme in
telligence and accomplishment of
this faculty member. Dr. Sachs is
truly a valued and respected man
in his field, one which Providence
College is lucky to have within its
ranks.

S E N IO R S !
A reminder to those of you interested in oncampus interviews for January and the first
three weeks of February: resumes are due in
the proper envelopes in the Job Placement Of
fice, Slavin 105, by next Thursday, December
17, 1987.

Advertising’s New Trend

Career N ews 1987-88:

Summer Jobs
Want to get started on your
career? Use your Christmas vaca
tion constructively. The time to
start thinking about developing a
summer job is now!

Kathy
Beebe
Although first semester is just
ending, it is not oo early to begin
your summer job or internship
search. Do not wait until the end
of second semester. If you do. you
will find that most of the good jobs
are taken and that there is keen
competition for those that remain.
To get a good summer position,
you should get out there as soon as
possible to find one. Many com
panies have application deadlines
that are as early as January or
February.
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able to define those career fields
that interest you.
Your next step involves doing
some initial research on possible
fields o f interest to you. Remember,
you do not have to pick one thing
that you want to do with the rest
o f your life. Your goal should be
to identify an interesting field that
you would like to explore this sum
mer through a summer job.
Once you have completed these
first two steps, you are ready to
utilize your job search resources
and begin to develop your network
o f contacts. Informational inter
views are a major source o f sum
mer job leads and career informa
tion and are also one o f the best
ways to enhance the research you
have done. An informational inter
view is a meeting you arrange with
a professional in a field that in
terests you. During this meeting
you interview a professional to gain
information about the type o f work
e education and
background,hw
C
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In the advertising industry, many
agencies are beginning to turn to
electric information for the latest
data on future prospective clients as
well as market trends. One such
firm which deals in electronic infor
mation is Intelliquest, located in
Boston, Massachusetts.
Intelliquest has become an indispensible support system to
advertising agencies. It can answer
questions on a wide range o f sub
ject matter. Its information comes
from about three thousand data
bases and compiles the information
into book form within forty-eight
hours.
The company president, David
Manshel, says o f the agency’s ob
jective, “ We provide manageable
amounts o f quality information
fast.” The price for this informa
tion, Manshel says, is $850 per
search. The aim of Intelliquest is to
allow advertising agencies or
marketing departments more time
analysing and less time researching.
Intelliquest has numerous ac
counts nationw ide, including
Spaulding, the sporting goods com
pany, and McCann Erickson, an
advertising agency o f New York.

Manshel states that he has many
more companies, but refuses to
name them on the basis that secrecy
is important in maintaining rela
tions with clients.
There are a variety o f reasons
why people use Intelliquest. Ed
Nowak, president o f Spencer Ben-

Stasia
Fleming
nett Nowak, uses Intelliquest to get
a upper hand on products and
market areas. Where the informa
tion is not readily available. Nowak
also stated, "Three o f the times we
used (Intelliquest) in pitches for
new business, and two o f the three
times we (were successful).”
Wooding and Housley also use
Intelliquest though it has not
resulted in a client. Ben Wooding,
the president, believes that the in
formation from Intelliquest alone
can help in understanding the com
pany and its environment.
Manshel has ten years of ex-

perience in the advertising business.
Because of the experience he claims
to know what his clients want and
how to get the information. His
primary competition is a New York
based firm called Find/SVP. The
main difference between New York
firm and Intelliquest is that
Find/SVP requires a retainer while
Intelliquest does not. Another dif
ference is that Intelliquest tailors to
the clientele where as Find/SVP
does not.
When researching for informa
tion, Intelliquest uses these data
banks: Mead Data’s Lexis/Nexis,
Lockhecds Dialogue Information
System and Knight Ridder’s
Vu/Text Information Services.
Manshel also uses secondary data,
such as publications from tiny
newspapers to national news
weeklies.
The inform ation which the
clients receive in the hard-bound
book is 95 percent summaries of ar
ticles. The rest of the information
is statistics, a bibliography and
some full texts. Sometimes a client
may use the secondary research
generated by Intelliquest to con
duct its own primary research.

★ JOB
Continued from page 10
level position involves, and about
anything else you want to know in
regards to the person's career. It is
important to interview anyone you
can make an appointment with
who works in the field in which you
are interested.
Are you thinking that you do not
know anyone in your field of in
terest? You probably do and arc
not aware of it. In order to start
your network of contacts, you have
to think about all the people you
know. Begin with friends, relatives,
neighbors, or former employers.
Ask them if they know someone
who could give you some
assistance. You could start your
networking while you are home for
the holidays. Set a goal to conduct
several informational interviews
After you have established a con
tact, be sure to specify your inten
tions. Start by sending a brief note
explaining what you want to do.
Follow up the note with a phone
call to make an appointment for
the interview. Before attending the
interview, make a list o f possible
questions related to your summer
job development. Do not be afraid
to bring the list with you to the
interview.
The idea o f this type o f interview
is to find out more about the field.

AIESEC

wishes
everyone

You may want to conduct several
informational interviews with pro
fessionals in the same field in order
to obtain different perspectives.
Working at a summer job is an
excellent way to test your interest
in a specific field. Not only will you
receive excellent job experience, but
you will also find out more about
what a career actually requires that
you could not have possibly learn
ed by simply reading about it.
The Resource room in the Stu
dent Development Center, Slavin
210, has many books on career
fields and possible summer job op
portunities. You can also pick up
a packet of helpful information on
summer job resources and on how
to conduct an inform ational
interview.
The sooner you get started in
developing your summer job the
better. Do not forget that most
com panies have very early
deadlines. Stop into Slavin 210 and
begin your summer job research.
Use your Christmas break con
structively: establish a network of
contacts, set up in formational in
terviews, and begin the process of
developing your ideal summer job.
Kathy Beebe, a member o f the
class o f 1989, is a Career Assistance
Counselor at the Student Develop
ment Center.

Holiday Gift Ideas
Are you caught up in the frenzy
o f last minute holiday shopping?
Are you stuck on what to buy for
four-year-old cousin Jennifer, or
Uncle Harold? Do you have
twenty-five family members com
ing for a holiday dinner and arc
wondering what to do after dinner
Don’t worry, the Consumer In
formation Center has booklets for
gift and activity ideas. To order
them, send your name and address,
plus the item numbers and ap
propriate fee to R. Woods, Con
sumer Information Center, Pueblo,
Colorado 81009.
If someone in your family is a
history buff, get them the 1988 We
the People Calendar (item 140T,
$3.00). This U.S. Capital Historical
Society wall calendar is a day-byday guide to historical events qf
1788 relating to the ratification of
the Constitution. It also features
beautiful color photographs o f the
Washington, D.C. area and plen
ty o f space for your 1988
“ historical” notes.
If you are racking your brain as
to what to get for the children on
your gift list, you will find some
good suggestions in Books fo r
Children (item 113T, $1.00) from
the Library o f Congress. This 19
page booklet lists the best books

written in 1986 for preschool1
through te e nage children. A group
o f librarians, reference specialists,
and children's literature experts
selected the books they think will
most appeal to children, stimulate
their imaginations and meet their
needs for information. Picture
books, story books, portry books,
and non-fiction books are includ
ed. Each listing ncludcs a descrip
tion o f the plot, a notation about
how the book is illustrated, and the
retail price o f the book at the time
the list was compiled.
Perhaps your little brother or
.sister's fondest holiday wish is to
own a horse or pony. Althoughit is
probably too late to do it this year,
you may want to look into adop
ting such an animal from the U.S.
Government. The U.S. Depart
ment o f Interior booklet. How to
Adopt a Wild Horse or Burro (item
577T, free) will tell you what is in
volved in adopting a horse of burro
from the herds managed by the
government. It includes transpor
tation. shelter, and feeding re
quirements. An actual application
is also included: maybe next year
at holiday time you will be able to
fulfill your brother or sister's
dream.
Holiday time is often the only
time during the year that you sec

“We have three important objectives in going for graduate
studies in the arts and sciences: academic achievement,
professional advancement and personal enrichment.
Fordham satisfies all three”
Luis Mena with Peter Hatl ie and Barbara Young.
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences

A M aster's, D octorate or a course for
personal enrichm ent from Fordham's
G raduate School of Arts & Sciences is
everything it should be.
As Peter H atlie says, "It's very
rewarding—the professors demand a lo:v
but they give back a lot —they’re very
accessible."
It carries w ith it a respect which has
been earned through Fordham's long
standing com m itm ent to excellence.
The Fordham tradition, plus-o u r broad
curriculum , will help you achieve the
goal you’ve set for yourself—enrichment,
scholarship or professional reward.
And if you prefer to start with enrich
ment courses now, you may take as
m any as 12 credits w hich w ill count
towards your degree once you’re accepted.
We invite all undergraduate degree
holders to discover more about our
thenaurldsoci-gf numerous and varied programs. They
m
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WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?
Sure, there are other schools But why
settle? Kaplan helps students raise their
scores and their chances of being admit
ted into their first choice schools. Fact is.
no one has helped students score higher1

KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

GMAT begins 12/14
GRE begins 12/15
(401) 521-EXAM

your entire family. You can make
these times all the more special and
interesting by using them to com
pile your family history. You can
do this by interviewing various
family members about family
customs, stories, and traditions.
The information you record or
write down during these interviews
can all be put together into
something that the family will
cherish for years. You can find out
how to get started in the Smithso
nian Institution booklet Family
Folklore (item I64T, $1.00). This
booklet gives suggestions on the
best way to interview family
members and includes sample ques
tions to ask.
So this year, with a little help
from the Consumer Information
Center, make your holidays a lit
tle less harried and a lot happier.
When you send for the booklets
mentioned you will also receive a
free copy o f the Consumer Infor
mation Catalog. The catalog is
published quarterly by the Con
sumer Information Center o f the
U.S. General Services Administra
tion and lists more than 200 free
and reasonably priced federal con
sumer booklets on a wide variety
o f subjects. Do not forget to in
clude your payment if it is needed.

The G raduatc School
of Arts & Sciences, Bronx, New York

FORDHAM
The Jesu it University o f New York C ity

ARTS/ENTE
Dance at Theatre
by Christine McGwin
On December 4th and 5th, the
Providence College Dancers, with
the help o f guest choreographers
Yvonne Seg germ an, M arty
Sprague, and Wendy Oliver, as
well as students Kirsten Heckmann,
Kristine Howard, Jane Ann l.ee,
and Wendy Lee Toolin, put on a
thoroughly enjoyable concert in
Blackfriars Theatre.
C onsisting o f eight dance
routines, the evening was proof of
the dedication, skill, and versatili
ty o f the dancers and the staff.
Although all the routines were
excellently choreographed and per
formed, two stood out from the
rest.
O ne
was
"Foreground/B ackground” by
guest ch o reographer M arty
Sprague. Justifiably dedicated to
the “ women in the big hats who
always sit in from o f u s," the
routine combined two sets of
dancers, one on the foreground of
the floor, and one at the back,
creating the effect o f viewing the
dance through a restless crowd.
When viewed as a whole, the
routine created a harmonious effect
that was a pleasure to the eye.
The second was “ Lines Are

G row ing”
by
student
choreographer Kirsten Heckmann.
In her routine, the dancers, with
the use of rubber bands, created a
shrinking/growing effect as the
voice o f the performer in the ac
companiment rose and fell, becom
ing distorted. The total effect was
one of seeing the music as the au
dience heard it. The costuming and
lighting subordinated the dancers
to the lines, creating a feeling of
animated lines in space.
The dancers themselves were ex
cellent: their skill, fluidity, and
cohesiveness expressed the talent
and long hours of practice required
to put on such an event. They danc
ed well as a group, yet personal
style was apparent, but not
detrimental to the total effect of
each routine.
The costuming, by David CostaCabral, was also excellent. It allow
ed the dancers to move easily and
did not take away from their
graceful movements, enhancing the
choreography o f the routines.
T he com bination o f the
cho reo g raphy, dancing, and
costuming all came together in a
cohesive whole to create an en
joyable evening, more of which I
hope to see.

ATTENTION POETS:
A $ 1,000.00 Grand Prize will be awarded to the poet who sends
the best entry to the American Poetry Association’s poetry con
test. The deadline fo r entry is December 31,1987. The contest
judges w ill choose 141 winners and award over $5,000.00 cash
and prizes. Entry is free.
Poets interested in entering the contest should send three
poems, each no more than 20 lines, with their names and ad
dresses on each page, to American Poetry Association, Dept.
CN-36, 250 A Potrero Street, P.0. Box 1803, Santa Crvz, CA
95061-1803.
Poems sent fo r the contest w ill also be considered for publica
tion in the American Poetry Anthology, a leading collection o f
contemporary verse.
Poems are judged on originality and sincerity, not ju st on
technical skill.

Photo by Joseph E. Gaines

The PC Dancers as they appeared in their dress rehearsal. Thursday, December 3. 1987.

WDOM Jazz Director Makes Changes
by Heather Wessely
Somebody once said, “ Jazz is
anything you want it to be.” While
this is not entirely accurate, (music
by A1 Jarreau of the Sara Lee/Coffee generation/Moonlighting fame
doesn’t qualify), jazz does encom
pass many different-sounding types
o f music.
Ralph B urns, D irector of
WDOM’s Jazz Department, spoke
recently about the music and how
it is presented on the station. At the
beginning of this year, Burns decid
ed to split the Jazz Menagerie pro
gram into a two-tiered format,
keeping New Age music as a third
and separate form, to be presented
on weekends.
“ The Jazz Menagerie was kind
of all-encompassing,” said Burns,
“ with all the different types o f jazz
being presented back-to-back,
simultaneously.” He discovered
that many listeners, although they
do listen to all kinds o f jazz, “ have

WDOM’S TOP 10 JAZZ ALBUMS
Metronomics....................................................................... Kristian Schultze
Blues for Salvador....................................................................Carlos Santana
P o rtra it ......................................................................................Lee Ritenour
Views o f the Future........................................................................Pat Kelley
The Heat o f Heat....................................................................... Kevin Eubanks
Assembler.....................................................................................Bill Connors
Aquamarine...............................................................................Danny Gottlieb
Live at the Sweet Basil....................................................................Gil Evans
“ In the Mood” Soundtrack .......................................... Ralph Burns Big Band
Brasil..
.............................. Manhattan Transfer

OREGON DAVE’S NEW MUSIC TOP 10
I Wanna Be a Flintstone......................................... Screaming Blue Messiahs
Waiting For the Flood........................................................... Love & Rockets
Code....................................................... ..............................Cabaret Voltaire
Need You Tonight.................................................................................INXS
Arcade..................................................................................... Chris & Cosey
Don't Get Mad, Get Even..........................................................Age of Chance
Manhattan Boy.....................................................................................Easter
Angels & Devils............................................................................. The Thirty
Song From the Edge of the World.......................... Siouxsie & The Banshees
Subterranean Homesick Blues..................................... Red Hot Chili Peppers

certain preferences,” liking one
form better than others, or prefer
ring to hear them presented
separately. This prompted him to
make the change - so the Jazz Cafe
and Electric Fuse were born!
Burns calls the music played in
the Jazz Cafe “ Traditional jazz.”
Musically, it features acoustic in
struments, with artists basically
reinterpreting and expanding on
the sound developed by early Dix
ieland musicians. Music by Scott
Joplin, Count Basil, Duke Ell
ington, Frank Sinatra, Branford
and Winton Marsalis, and Jack
Wolraithe is just a sample o f a
typical day’s Jazz Cafe “ menu.”
At 1:30 p.m ., the Electric Fuse
is switched on, presenting what
Bums terms “ electric jazz,” featur
ing strong rock and funk undercur
rents. Fusion, as the name suggests,
represents a blending of the musical
forms o f jazz with the instruments
of rock.

Spyro Gyra, Jean-Luc Ponty
and Billy Cobham are just some of
today’s fusion greats. A lot is also
happening with experimental jazz
fusion, where Burns says you’ll
find “ the new frontier o f jazz.”
The division in programming
tends to suggest a division in the
music which does not really exist.
“ There is no hard-and-fast line,”
warns Burns, “ It’s more like a dot
ted line” that artist cross freely,
sometimes even on the same
album.
New Age music also presents a
similar problem. Although many
people consider it folk, Burns sees
it as a form o f contemporary fu
sion. It uses both acoustic and elec
tronic instruments to create a
mellow atmosphere - "Lite 105,
with a twist” - that goes beyond the
music’s usual identification with
yuppies.
William Ackerman and the
See WDOM continued on page 13

See ‘Nutcracker’ at
the Zeiterion Theatre
The Zeiterion Theatre will pre
sent the enchanting holiday ballet,
The Nutcracker, to be performed
by the Festival Ballet o f Providence
on Saturday December 19 and Sun
day, December 20.
The Nutcracker is based on a
fairy tale by E.Y.A. Hoffmann, as
retold by Alexander Dumas. The
story was put to music by Peter Il
yich Tchaikovsky to create a love
ly and graceful storybook ballet.
The Nutcracker made its debut at
the M aryinsky Theatre in
Petersburg on December 18, 1892.
This fairy-tale ballet is the story
o f a young girl, Clara, who falls in
love with her Nutcracker doll given
to her by her favorite uncle, the
mysterious Dr. Drosselmeycr.
After an exciting Christmas Eve
party, Clara falls asleep and
dreams of the Land o f Sweets. In
her dream, she sees w ondrous
sights like toy soldiers who come to
life a do battle; a Christmas tree
that grows sky-high; the beautiful
Sugar Plum Fairy ad the handsome
Nutcracker prince.
The two principle dancers of The
Nutcracker are Jerilyn Amodei,
dancing the role o f the Sugar Plum
Fairy and Donald Smith Acevedo,
who is her Cavalier. Ms. Amodei,
a member of the Festival Ballet for
nine years, danced in the lead role
in the company’s successful pro
duction o f Cinderella. Mr.

Avecedo, a guest artist, has per
formed with dance companies
around the world, including the
London City Ballet and the Dutch
National Ballet.
The Festival Ballet o f Providence
has been performing The Nut
cracker at the Zeiterion Theatre
since it reopened in 1982. A young,
vital company o f more than fifty
Rhode Island Dancers, Festival
Ballet is celebrating its tenth season
this year. The company was form
ed in 1978 under the artistic direc
tion odf Christine Hennesey and
Winthrop Corey. The company’s
goals are to bring the best of dance
to their audiences and to develop
the talents o f this area’s dancers.
The company has included in its
repertoire works by Agnes De
Mille, George Balanchine, Sir
Frederick Ashton and Arthur Mit
chell, and has performed such
classical ballets as Giselle, Coppelia, Cinderella, Swan Lake, and
Sleeping Beauty.
The Zeiterion Theatre is located
at 684 Purchase Street in
downtown New Bedford. Tickets
for the ballet are priced at $14, $12,
and $10, with a $2 discount for
students and senior citizens. For
more information on tickets, call
the box office at (617) 994-2900.
Tickets are also available at all
Ticketmaster locations or by call
ing Ticketmaster at (617) 787-8000.

RTAINMENT
‘A Christmas Carol’
Is Extraordinary
by Richard Pace & Amy Peel
A Christmas Carol, performed
by the Trinity Repertory Company,
is a production that represents the
true meaning behind Christmas. In
this simple story of an old man
named Scrooge and a little boy
called Tiny Tim, the real message
o f Christmas is revealed.
The three spirits show Scrooge
the warmth and benevolence of the
London townspeople. With their
help, Scrooge realizes that the joy
embodied in the spirit o f Christmas
only has meaning if compassion for
the condition o f all mankind is
shown throughout the year. In
short, Scrooge is transformed from
a greedy, grouchy, money-hungry
old man to a warm, sensitive,
generous man with a bright new
outlook on life.
All of us, I am sure, have been
touched by A Christmas Carol in
one way or another and have had
the characters, personalities and
underlying meanings imbedded in
us throughout the years. However,
Trinity Rep’s rendition was not an
ordinary portrayal o f the play.
The structural nature of the
petite Trinity theatre added to the
warmth and increased the involve
ment o f the audience. The seats
practically became part o f the stage
and a majority of the scenes took
place in the aisles. Little children,
playing and laughing in the streets
o f London, caught up in the
Christmas spirit, came dashing
down the aisles and added to the
overall spirited atmosphere.
The stage at Trinity extracted all
o f its potential to enhance the per
formance. Trap doors were used
very effectively when Jacob Marley
rose from the dead, to warn
Ebenezer Scrooge that the ghost
o f Christmas Past would be com
ing when the clock strikes 1
o ’clock. The lighting, sound,
make-up and costumes were not a

bit shy o f professional, and the
flow of the play remained constant,
even when the scenes changed from
Scrooge’s bedroom to scenes from
his past. The scene concentrated on
here was of Scrooge before money
became his only obsession. Here,
Scrooge is depicted as an admirer
o f his former employer, Fezziwig,
because he was always so jolly and
spirited.
The ghost o f Christmas Present
featured a jolly, plump woman
played by Janice Duclos, who in
troduces Scrooge to Tiny Tim, the
young, crippled son o f Bob Cra tchit, Scrooge’s present employee.
The last of the three spirit scenes,
involving the ghost of Christmas
Yet To Come, features a distress
ed Scrooge after finding out about
Tiny Tim’s death, and his own
ultimate fate. Scrooge sees the pain
that Bob Cratchit and his family
go through and can not understand
how Bob is able to express
Christmas spirit in spite o f his pain
and suffering. Scrooge’s final
transformation occurs when the
townspeople celebrate his death,
rather than mourning as they do
for Tiny Tim.
Trinity Repertory Company liv
ed up to its fine reputation in this
am using but pow erful play.
Scrooge, performed brilliantly by
Richard Kneeland, kept the au
dience on the edge o f their seats,
with his intensity and wit.
The bright eyes and beaming
faces of the audience were inspired
by this cheerful tale about a change
in one man’s soul, a change that
held the promise o f a greater
transformation for-society.
Tickets for A Christmas Carol
may be purchased Monday through
Saturday, 10 a.m . - 5 p.m. and
Sunday 12 noon - 5 p.m. Special
discounts arc offered to students.
A Christm as Carol will run
through December 27. For more in
formation, call (401) 521-1100.

YULE LOVE IT

★ W DOM

Continued from page 12
Narada & Windham Hill artists like
George Winston are some o f the
names that Burns associates with
New Age, which WDOM plays on
Sunday afternoons and evenings.
Being part of WDOM means
that the Jazz Department under
Burns’ direction has also taken on
the crusade against the “ schlockly” jazz presented by other outlets
serving the Providence audience.
The music as a whole has a special
place on college radio because, as
Burns puts it, "jazz artists don’t
produce records just to sell millions
o f cop ie s...th e y create the
sounds...for their own enjoyment
and their own pleasure...just
because they love th eir in 
struments.” It is that type o f ar
tistic integrity that characterizes all
o f college radio.
Burns credits much of his success

this year to a good staff. “ I just
oversee the whole thing.” He sug
gests that someone interested in
learning about jazz should begin by
listening to a little fusion, maybe
some Yellowjackets, David San
born, or Grover Washington.
Burns, a rock guitarist and
listener himself, speaks from ex
perience when he says, “ Once you
start liking fusion, it's usually in
evitable that you’ll start liking Jazz
Cafe type jazz.” To people who
have open minds about music.
Burns says, “ I just want to create
a very creative atmosphere and
make people understand that jazz
is here for the offering, and that
people should tune in.”
WDOM (91.3 FM) airs the Jazz
Cafe Monday through Friday from
11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m ., followed by
the Electric Fuse until 4 p.m. New
Age can be heard from 1 - 7 p.m.
on Sundays, followed by a latenight edition o f the Jazz Cafe.

BEST OF LU CK
ON EX A M S
GOD BLESS
T h e C h ap lain s O ffic e

Providence College
Bookstore

Y our C hristm as G ift Store
Start Your Christmas Shopping
Early!!
P. C. Imprinted Clothing
A Super Christmas Gift

Sizes from Infant to Adult Extra Large

BOORS CASSETTES
P. C. MUGS
and Much, Much More
Remember — Shop Early
For the Best Selection

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE

by Maria Pieroni

Hunt Cavenaugh Art Gallery
Providence College. 865-2401.
Boston Museum o f Fine Arts
465
H un tin g to n
Ave.
617-267-1377.
Tues-Sun - 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wed. - till 10 p.m.
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum
224 Benefit St. 331-3511.
American Painting Show until
Jan 3.
John Prip - "Mastermetalsmith"
until December 20.
Rhode Island Watercolor SocietySlater Memorial Park. Pawtucket.
726-1876.
URI Photography Gallery
Robert Kirschbaum and Bart
Parker
Through December II
Gallery Hours: Mon - Fri 12-3
p.m.
Tues. - Fri. - 7:30-9:30 p.m.

by Anne Sullivan
A lias
S m ith
and
Jo n es,
50 Main St.. East Greenwich.
884-0756.

Wcd.-Thurs. - Tom Hynes (DJ)
Fri.-Sat. - Double Time
Sun. - R & B Groovemasters
G . Flaggs, 3172 Paw tucket
Ave, Providence. Call 433-1258
for further information.
G u lliv er's,
Farnum
Pike,
Smithfield. 231-9898.
Wed. - The Name
Fri.-Sat. - Shout
Sun. - Loose Change
Mon. - Second Ave.
Tues. - A Million Pictures
J R ’s F astlane, W ashington
St., Providence. 273-6771.
Wed. - Strut
Thurs. - Shout
Fri.-Sat. - A Million Pictures,
Billy & The Kids
Sun. - Touch
K irby's, R t. 7, Sm ithfield
231-0230.
Fri.-Sat. - Streetcar
Tues. - Billy & The Kids
Last
Call
Saloon.
IS
Elbow St., Providence. 421-7170.
Wed. - Little Frankie & The
Premieres
Thurs. - Explorer & Kid Eldeen
Fri. - Ronny Earl, Jerry Porter
the Broadcasters
Sat. - James Montgomery Blues
B and,
with China Lake
Sun. - Black Jade & Animal
H o s p ita l
Bad Film Festival
Mon. - Larson Brothers, Spyl, &
Mattias Steele
Tues. - The Convertible, The
H e c to rs ,
The 4-H Club
Livingroom , 273 Prom enade
St., Providence. 521-2520.
Wed. - TSUL
Thurs. - The Ramones
Fri. - Blue Oyster Cult
Sat. - The Feelies
L u p u s's,
377
W estm inster
St. Providence. 351-7927 or
351-4974.

Wed. - Max Creek
Thurs. - Kimosavi & The Filters
Fri.-Sat. - Room Full O f Blues
Sun. - Murphy’s Law
Nov. 30th - The Pogues
P eriw inkles,
The
A rcade,
Providence. Call 274-0710 for
more information.
Muldoon's Saloon, 250 South
Water St., Providence. 331-7523.
Thurs. - Sat. - Harvest Home
Blue Pelican, 40 West Broadway,
Newport. 1-847-5675.
Fri. - Fat City
Sun. - Paul Geremia
Mon. - Open Mike w / John
McGrath

Until De c e m ber 27
Brown T h eatre, P rovidence.
Call 863-2838for information.
Blackfriars T heatre, H arkins
Hall, Providence, RI. 865-2327.
Providence Perform ing Arts
C e n te r,
220 Weybosset St.. Providence.
421-2787.
December
11-13,
“ The
Nutcracker”
December 19, Rhode Island
P h ilh a rm o n ic
"Christmas Pops” 2:30 and 8:30

by Chris Lanoue
by Maria Pieroni
Boston Symphony Orchestra
Boston, MA 617-266-1492.
Rhode Island Philharm onic,
334
W estm inister
M all,
P ro v id e n c e ,
Call 831-3123 for information.

by Maria Pieroni
Trinity Square Repertory Co.,
201 Washington St., Providence.
521-1100.
A Christmas Carol

G eorge’s
of

Providence
R e s ta u ra n t

Avon
R epertory
Cinem a.
Thayer St., Providence. 421-3315.
I’ve H eard The Mermaids
Singing 7:30, 9:30
Cable Car Cinema, North Main
St., Providence. 272-3970.
My Life as a Dog 1:00, 7:15,
9:15
C astle
T h eater,
1029
Chalkstone Ave., Providence.
831-2555.
Masters o f the Universe 1:00,
3:00, 7:00, 9:00
Suspect 1:00, 3:00, 7:00, 9:00
Platoon 1:00, 3:00, 7:00. 9:00
Lincoln Mall C inem a, Rt.
116, Lincoln. 331-2130.
Flowers in the Attic 1:15,
3:15, 5:10, 7:20, 9:45
Hello Mary Lou - Prom Night II
1:00, 3:05, 5:10, 7:15, 9:20
Like Father Like Son 1:00,
3:05, 5:15, 7:25, 9:40
The Running Man 1:05, 3:10,
5:15, 7:30, 9:40

W arwick
Mall
Cinema
738-9070.
Flowers in the Attic 1:15,
3:15, 5:15, 7:20, 9:25
Running Man 1:05, 3:10, 5:15
7:30, 9:40
Hello Mary Lou - Prom Night II
1:00, 3:05, 5:10, 7:15, 9:20
Showcase Cinem a W arwick
Off 95, Exit 8A. 885-1621.
Dirty Dancing 1:05, 3:05, 7:35,
9:35
Hiding Out 1:15, 3:15, 5:10,
7:45, 10:10
3 Men and a Baby 12:30, 2:35,
4 :4 0
7:20, 9:50
Hello Again 8:30, 10:20
Fatal Attraction 1:45, 4:20, 7:15,
9:50
The Outing 1:00, 3:00, 5:00,
7:25, 9:45
Less Than Zero 12:40, 2:40,4:40
7:30, 9:35
Trains, Planes, and Automobiles
12:50, 2:50, 4:50, 7:25, 9:45
Death Wish IV 1:10,3:10,5:00,
7:40, 10:10
Teen Wolf II 1:20, 3:20, 5:05,
7:10, 9:45
Baby Boom 12:20, 2:25, 4:30,
7:30, 9:55
Cinderella 12:10, 1:50, 3:30,
5:10, 7:00,
Nuts 12:00, 2:20, 4:40, 7:20,
10:00

Showcase Cinema, Seekonk
Exit 1 off Rt. 195. 336-6020.
3 Men and a Baby 12:40, 2:45,
4 :5 0 ,
7:20, 9:45
Less Than Zero 1:00, 3:00, 5:00,
7:25, 10:10
Planes, Trains and Automobiles
12:50, 2:50, 4:50, 7:30, 9:45
Baby Boom 12:30, 2:40, 4:45,
7:35, 10:05
Nuts 12:00, 2:20, 4:40, 7:25,
10:00

The Outing 1:10, 3:10, 7:40, 9:55
Fatal Attraction 1:40, 4:25, 7:15,
9:50

COLLEGE
STUDENTS!

Open 6 A.M. - 2 P.M . — 7 Days
272-5840 • 592 Admiral Street

N O W OPEN
Also
Wednesday & Thursday
7 P.M . - 11 P.M .
Friday-Saturday Nights
Midnight - 4 A.M .
Monday-Friday Special
7 A .M . - 11 A.M .
2 eggs, toast and homefries — 89'
with student ID

YOU CAN EARN UP TO

$1000 PLUS
DURING SEMESTER BREAK!
RGIS INVENTORY SPECIALISTS, THE NATION’S LARGEST
INVENTORY COMPANY, IS SEEKING RELIABLE STUDENTS
TO TAKE INVENTORIES THROUGHOUT RHODE ISLAND AND
SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS
STARTING WAGE: $6.00 PER HOUR
$6.50 AFTER 60 DAYS
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND AN INTERVIEW IN YOUR
LOCAL AREA, CALL 336-5658.
Equal Opportunity Employer

STUDENT CONGRESS
From the President's Desk
CONGRESS
CHRISTMAS LIST

P.C . at the N.S.R. in Florida
The National Student Roundtable
(NSR) is the largest student leader
ship convention. It is held twice
each year in different locations
across the nation, responsible for
major shifts in policy-making deci
sions on issues that affect students.
In March, 1987, for example, over
250 NSR members gathered to lob
by directly on the floor o f Congress
in response to the proposed 46 per
cent cut in financial aid to students.
Representatives from more than
100 campuses and state student
associations turned out on Capital
Hill to prevent such a major reduc
tion in federal support. The deter
mination o f these student leaders
captured national attention.
Last month, we had the oppor
tunity to be a part o f the National
Student Roundtable, Summit VI,
hosted by the University of Central
Florida in Orlando. In attending
this convention, we were able to ex
change ideas and o ffer support to
student leaders in states ranging
from Hawaii to Minnesota and as
far north as Michigan. It was an ex
perience in national student net
working that Providence College
had never been a part of, and area
that w'e feel is important in order
to maintain and nurture the strong
voice and vote o f students in this
country.
This particular NSR convention
was divided into a series of
seminars held over a three day
period. Various experts and
political leaders addressed the
students on issues that generally af
fect all campuses as well as on areas
of self-improvement for the student
representatives present.
During the first day o f the con
ference, Florida representative Mr.
Jim Frische spoke about the need
for and means to responsible
leadership in the current political
climate. Two professors from the
University o f Central Florida, Dr.
Bill Graste and Dr. Tom Morgan,
discussed the development of effec
tive leadership skills and methods
to instill motivation in others.
Dr. Dan Hosenbeck, also from
UCF, made an interesting presen-

B r id g e C o n t e s t
The P .C. Engineering Society is
pleased to announce the winners of
the 1987 Bridge-Building Contest.
Congratulations to first place,
Julie Beardon, a ju n io r and
Biology major; and to second
place, Steve Bellas, a freshman and
Engineering major. Thanks to all
who entered!

tation on different lobbying techni
ques and the proper channels to
utilize in influencing state and na
tional politics. We requested that
information be sent to us from the
universities in extensive lobbying
efforts, hoping to better utilize our
two student lobbyists in the Rhode
Island State House.
Much to our disappointment,
presidential candidate Rev. Pat
Robertson, originally scheduled to
speak during breakfast on the se
cond day o f the conference,
became ill and was unable to at
tend. Instead, he sent his campaign
manager, Mr. Mark Nettle, to
speak on effective grass-roots cam
paigning and to entertain questions
regarding Robertson's political
platform and his concern with the
illiteracy rate in concentrated sec
tions o f the U.S.
Later during the same day. Dr.
Bill Calterman o f UCF spoke
about the importance of time
management and its value in suc
cessfully maintaining a leadership
position. A second presentation on
lobbying efforts and techniques
was given by Dr. Mark Stern from
the UCF Political Science Depart
ment. He offered some innovative
ideas and methods to gain more ac
cess to political leaders and the
development o f political channels
between students and state or na
tional politicians.
“ Financial Aid Issues,” a topic
we were extremely concerned with
given the large number of P.C.
Students receiving aid, was covered
by Mr. Rick Goodnough, Financial
Aid Director o f UCF. He briefly
discussed various aid programs cur
rently available to students and
suggested ways in which to expose
state politicians to the realities of
the college on students low finan
cial aid budgets.
Dr. John G. Largdon addressed
the group in a speech entitled,
“ How to Deal with AIDS Issues on
Your Campus.” We were disap
pointed that he did not elaborate
on different m ethods college
students and administrative o f
ficials could employ in dealing with
this issue. We learned a great deal,
however, about the AIDS virus
itself and truth behind what is ac
tually known and what is rumored
concerning the spread o f this
disease.
In discussing minority issues,
Mrs. San Miquel o f UCF gave a
short quiz testing our knowledge of
current minority legislation affec
ting minority students on our cam
puses. She continued with a discus
sion on the need for greater sen
sitivity to the minority situations in

Club Sports Survey
by Kelli Lennon
The Club Sports Committee,
organized to address the problems
facing the club sports here at P.C.,
was organized in 1985; yet remain
ed basically dormant under Lou
Lamoriello. Recently, under the
chairing o f John M arinato, who is
also the new Athletic Director, this
committee has taken action and
begun to move in a positive direc
tion! The two congress members
appointed to this committee, which
consists o f both students and Ad
ministration, are Sean Sweeney and
Jennifer Lennon. These students,
along with the Finance Committee
of Congress, constructed a general
survey concerning the club sports
issues. This survey was sent out to
wide. All are sim ilar in size and
structure to P .C. There were ques
tions about general funding. in-

surance plans, facilities used and
other basic areas involving club
sports. Survey returns are almost
complete, with almost 100 percent
response. Many schools were eager
in their replies and elaborated as
they, too, have experienced or
presently arc trying to tackle
sim ilar problems that we face.
When all are returned, an article
compiling all the results will be
published. As o f now, only a few
generalizations can be made. One
member o f the committee stated,
“ no schools other than P.C. take
money from the student activity fee
to fund club sports and their in
surance. We feci that the college
should adjust it’s ’blanket in
us up to par
udnC
ithoerscl."S
isue. surance plan' to bring
bvw
ilkpyoutdanhfcm
gresw

colleges and universities, an area
that we believe is of particular
relevance to the current situation at
Providence College. We were sur
prised that Mrs. San Miquel did
not spend more time on the actual
approach student governments
should take in response to racial
tension on campus, but we did
come to better understand the posi
tion o f minority students and (he
issues that affect them.
The last day of the conference
was spent drafting a new NSR Bill
o f Rights and the formulation of
future goals and objectives o f the
organization. The basic philosophy
o f this group is best summarized in
the concluding paragraph of the
newly drafted Bill of Rights.
We were generally pleased with
the NSR conference, although
there were areas that we feel could
be improved upon in the futureoverall organization; narrowing the
seminat discussions to be specifical
ly applicable to colleges and univer
sities; more scheduled time to ex
change ideas and brainstorm
among students. These drawbacks
were minor, however, in relation to
the benefit o f the conference as a
whole.
The NSR Summit VI was a
valuable opportunity for Pro
vidence College to be represented
on the national level, to meet and
speak with students in situations
similar to our own and to increase
our awareness o f issues that are
currently affecting students across
the country. We were proud to be
the sole representative o f the col
leges and universities in Rhode
Island at this convention.
Jim Vallee
Michael Raso
Mary Moore
Glenn Deegan
Margie Hennigan
Jennifer Lennon

1. Lamps and tables for the new couches.
2. Matching boxer shorts for the Rugby
shirts.
3. A Rhode Island Hope day to go with
Jim 's Old Glory.
4. Brass name plates for all student con
gress members so they know where to sit and
legislate.
5. A student congress page that doesn't
make fu n o f student congress^.

Legislative Affairs
by Kate Crowley
Do you feel like another face in
the crowd who has no control over
the laws and policies of the school
that affect you. Get involved in the
Legislative Affairs Committee and
make a difference.
The Legislative Affairs Commit
tee draws up legislation to meet the
changing needs and policies of the
school. The com m ittee does
everything from regulating raffles
to establishing the dorm and smok
ing policies. It also has the power
to enforce these laws.
How exactly does the committee
work? Any student o f the college
can write a bill which makes a new
policy or updates an old one. The
bill goes to the Legislative Affairs
Committee for approval. Finally,
if the bill is passed by the commit
tee, it proceeds to the Student Con
gress for a vote of approval or
denial. The Legislative Affairs

Committee opens the lines o f com
munication between you, the stu
dent, and the people who imple
ment and regulate the policies that
you live by.
Currently, the committee is try
ing to establish a Time and Space
Management Committee which
would regulate the activities and
dates on campus. This would
alleviate the problem o f too many
events happening on one weekend
and not enough on another
Jennifer Lennon, the chairper
son of the Legislative Affairs Com
mittee urges all interested students
to join the committee or attend a
Student Congress meeting. The
Legislative Affairs Committee
meets every Wednesday at 7:00
p.m. in the Student Congress o f
fice. Don’t complain about the
policies of P.C. Get involved, have
a say, and make a difference. Your
opinion counts!

S T U D E N T CO NGRESS W ISHES
A EE A H A P P Y, H E A L T H Y , A N D
SAFE H O L I D A Y SEASON.
M E R R Y C H R IS T M A S A N D
H A P P Y NE W YEAR

CASINO NIGHT

of Parents’ Weekend on Friday, Feb. 5, 1987
We still need:
cocktail
waitresses/waiters
Blackjack dealers
•M -F
•a t least 18 yrs. old
- NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY • TRAINING PROVIDED
★ G re a t o p p o r tu n ity f o r fre s h m e n w h o s e p a re n ts w o n 't b e in a tte n d a nce
FO R M O R E IN F O R M A T IO N , P LE A S E C O N T A C T K E L L I L E N N O N (A S
b y T e l: 8 6 5 -2 4 1 9 (o r P .O . B o x i9 6 0 )
STOP BY CONGRESS OFFICE 1

FEATURES
Ask P.C . —
Student Seeks Study Break

Photo by Joseph E. Gaines

Library proctors Edward McL authlin and Cheryl Main.

PC Library Security Staff
Speaks Out
by Kerry Anne Ryan
With exam time rapidly ap
proaching, most students' thoughts
are appropriately turning towards
studying and the library. This is the
same place that the student goes to
in order to check out the social

“ We try to get students to
respect the rules."
scene, drink a few sodas, and put
their feet up after a long, hard day
in class. But somehow the student
is interrupted from his/her routine
by the “ Blue Man or W oman,”
“ Mr. and Mrs. Clipboard,” or the
“ Library C ops” and is told to get
back to studying!
Just who are these people? What
is their main purpose? And why
would they want a job like this? In
all actuality, the library proctorsa.k.a. Cheryl Main and Edward
McLauthlin, are not as ferocious as
they seem. In fact, this reporter
found them to be very nice and
amiable people. They recently took
time o ff from their "b e a t" and
granted The Cowl an interview.
Q. When were you hired?
A. “ I was hired in September of
1986 and Mrs. Main was hired
about two months after me,” said
Mr. McLauthlin.
Q. What is your main purpose?
A. “To maintain order and quiet
in the library,” said Mrs. Main.
“ We are mostly here for the
students. Kids don’t like us, but we
are here for them."
“ We try to get students to
respect the rules o f the library, in
cluding those concerned with food,
drink, and chewing tobacco."
Q. Do you enjoy your work?

A. “ Yes, we like working with
young people.”
Q. Who established your
uniform?
A. “ Mr. Doherty, the Director
o f the Library, established the
uniform. We’re not security. Peo
ple refer to us as “ cops.” We’re
not here to be heroes, were just try
ing to guide the kids.”
Q. What is your prior education?
A. “ I attended Rhode Island
College for nursing, but now I am
married and a housewife with a six
year old son," said Mrs. Main.
“ 1 am a graduate o f Brown
University,” said Mr. Me Lauthlin,
who is married with five children.
“ I have a masters degree in
Guidance and Counciling from
Rhode Island College and I work
as a guidance counselor at a local
high school. I have also done ad
vanced work here at P.C. and at
URL
Q. Can you describe a typical
P.C. student?
A. “ I think they are nice and I’m
not just saying that. They’re a good
bunch and are very friendly.
There’s a few who hate your guts,
but that’s because people don’t like
to be told what to do. We assume
that they’re nice, students who are
into studying.”
Q. What were the most drastic
measures you’ve ever taken?
A. “ We’ve had to ask someone
to leave and we have taken an ID
from someone once.”
Q. What are some major pro
blems that you encounter?
A. "Last evening two books
were destroyed. Someone ripped
the binders off the books in order
to take them. Some kids run out
the exits and steal books, but that

Q. What are the busiest nights of
the week?
A. “ The beginning of the week,
especially Monday and Tuesday
nights, are very hectic. There’s alot
o f energy. It’s noisy, but a busy
type o f noisy. We see twice as many
students using the library this year
than last year.”
Q. What is the worst part o f the
library to patrol?
A. “ The parts of the library
where the machines are located
(copy and micro-film machines) are
problems. The lines always begin
talking. Personally, they should
put these machines somewhere
else.”

“ We like working with
young people. ”
Q. How long do you think you’ll
be doing this?
A. “ I’d like to for awhile,” said
Mrs. Main. “ It doesn’t interfere
with my family and that’s my
number one priority.”
“ I’d like to be doing this for
several years to come,” added Mr.
McLauthlin.
Q. Do you have a message for
the students?
A. “ Yes, we would appreciate
their cooperation and acceptance.
We’re not here to be the bully or
the bad guy. We hope our presence
will be helpful to them and that we
can provide a quiet place for
study.”

Dear P.C.
With finals approaching quick
ly, I find that the majority o f my
time is being spent studying. After
hours o f working with the books,
I need a good study break. The
Visual w alk around the library just
doesn’t seem to relax me anymore.
Help!!
Signed - Give me a break!!
Dear Bogged Down in the Books:
Ah... the perils o f studying... I
can relate! One o f the things I en
joy most about studying involves
taking breaks. Do not despair, I
think I can help you out. Believe
it or not, Phillips Memorial Library
is a virtual playground in itself.
Have you ever looked for the
thickest book in the library? How
about exploring some of those sec
tions where you have never been
before? Have you checked out the
latest graffiti on those desks?
Despite all the fun the library has
to offer perhaps you are looking
for an outlet which involves being
noisy. If this is the case, maybe it
would be best to leave the library.
How about running a few laps
around the outside o f the library
and looking at all o f those poor
souls inside slaving away? Did you
ever follow anyone out o f the
library to see where they are going?
But one of my favorite breaks from
studying is trying to figure out how
many licks it takes to get to the
center of a Tootsie Pop. I always
get different answers. Let me know
how you do...break a leg!

ing me crazy!! We are really good
friends but I don’t know how much
longer I can stand it! The problem
is this... he uses my toothpaste and
squeezes it in the middle as oppos
ed to squeezing it on the end. I
can’t take it anymore. How can 1
tell him this without upsetting our
friendship?
Sincerely-likes to squeeze on the
end
Dear Squeeze:
I am also partial to the end of
the tube for squeezing. Therefore,
I can share in your frustration with
those who squeeze in the middle.
Believe it or not, in the past couples
have gotten divorced over this
issue. You better believe before I
get married I am finding out where
the toothpaste will be squeezed.
I’m going to find an end-squeezer
for sure. As for your particular
problem - you could mention to
your roomie that his inconsiderate
behavior is making brushing an
unpleasant experience for you and
thus leading to all kinds of cavities
and tartar build up. But why not
take the easy way out and get
toothpaste in the pump? Don’t
forget to floss!

Dear P.C.:
This may seem like a petty problem to you, but my roomie is driv-

Spanish Avant-Garde
Poetry Presentation at PC
by Scott Corrigan
On Nov. 25, Spanish 405, PC ’s
Contemporary Spanish Poetry
Class, held a recital in Catherine of
Siena.
The event was organized by Dr.
Lida Aronne-Amestoy and the
seven students in her Spanish 405
Class.
Invitations were sent out to all
Spanish professors and Spanish
speaking faculty in the PC com
munity. Professors were urged to
invite their students and some 25
faculty and students attended.
The seven students in Dr.
Aronne-Amestoy’s course were
graded upon their oral explications
of poems by Spanish poets.
“ We could have had these oral
presentations given in class,” Dr.
Aronne-Amestoy told the au
dience. “ But we decided that it
would be better to share this with
as many people as we could.”
Throughout the semester, Cathy

Sheehan, Ken Miller, Matthew
Moran, Caitlin Fox, Anita Perillo,
Brian Flynn and Scott Corrigan
have studied the avant-garde move
ment in Spanish poetry. Class
discussions were geared towards
identifying new trends such as ex
pressionism, futurism, existen
tialism, cubism, and surrealism in
the works o f Spanish poets.
During the presentation the
students were given the opportunity
to display public ally what they had
learned about 20th century Spanish
poetry.
Between Spanish musical pieces
played by Miller on the piano,
Sheehan explicated a poem by
Leon Felipe, Miller grappled with
Federico Garcia Lorca, Moran
discussed the work o f Juan Ramon
Jimenez, Fox spoke about Vicente
Aleixandre, Perillo explicated
Jorge Guillen’s work, Flynn dealt
with Antonio Machado and Cor
rigan explicated a poem by Damaso
A lo n s o .

‘Tis the Season to Be Jolly

By Mark Cohen

It’s that time of year at P.C.
again. It’s time for Christmas trees,
hot cocoa, caroling in the snow,
and finals.
The latter of these activities tends
to occupy most o f the students’
It’s tough to gel in the Christmas
spirit when you have a semester’s
worth of work to do in a week.
So you don your gay apparel and
drive your one horse open sleigh to
the library and prepare for a silent
night.
When you arrive at the library,
you discover that all the seats are
filled.
So you circle the library several

times,looking for a seathesm
way you circle a mall parking lot
looking for a space around
Christmastime.
Soon you become desperate. At
the least sound o f a shuffling coat,
you dash to that seat. After several
unsuccessful tries, you finally ob
tain a place to sit.
Quickly throwing your bookbag
on the desk, you start milling
around the library to see who else
is there. After paying social calls to
a few people, you are ready to
begin.
You remove your textbook from
your bookbag, much the way St.
Nick removes a gift from his sack.
See JO L L Y
C ontin ued lo page 1$

photo by Joseph E. Gaines

Providence is alive with the spirit of Christmas as PC students prepare for finals.

Volunteering for the Peace Corps:
Some Questions and Answers
Arthur Walsh is a representative
for the Peace Corps in New
England. He was recently at Pro
vidence College to conduct inter
views with students when he con
sented to be interviewed himself.
Q. What are the requirements
for volunteering for Peace Corps?
A. While there are no stringent
requirements, the Peace Corps

“There are no strict age
requirements. ”
prefers to have candidates who
have earned a BA or BS degree or
who have 4-5 years o f work ex
perience. That is not to say,
however, if you don’t have either
o f these things that you shouldn’t
apply.
Q. Are there any physical fitness
requirements?
A. The Peace Corps conducts a
rigorous physical on all applicants
to make sure they are healthy
enough to undertake whatever
tasks they must do.
Q . A re th e re any age
requirements?
A. Although we prefer can
didates 21 and over, there are no
strict age requirements. Senior
citizens are encouraged to become
involved. We currently have one
member who is 87 years old!
Q. In how many countries does
the Peace Corps serve?
A. The Peace Corps presently
serves in approximately 65 coun
tries throughout the world. This in
cludes service in the Americas,
Asia, Africa, the Middle East,
Q. Does the Peace Corps serve
in countries hostile to the U.S.?
A. No. In every country the
Peace Corps is in, it is in that coun
try because that country’s govern
ment has requested that it be there.
Q. How much training are Peace
Corps volunteers given?
A. On the average two to three
months. The training has three
basic divisions: foreign language

instruction, cross-cultural adapta
tion (volunteers learn the culture of
the country), and technical instruc
tion which is teaching the
volunteers the skills they need.
Q. Is the training intensive?
A. Definitely. The language in
struction phase, for example, re
quires up to 6-8 hours a day for 6
days a week. Most o f the training
takes place in the host country.
Q. Where do volunteers stay?
A. They are provided with ac
comodations by the host country.
They receive these free o f charge.
Q. What about other expenses
such as meals?
A. Each volunteer is given a cost
o f living allowance which will allow,
them to live moderately well in
their country. With this money they
must buy all their food, clothing,
and other essentials.
Q. Do volunteers have to pay for
their plane trip to their host

"M ost o f the training
takes place in the host
country. ”
country?
A. No, the Peace Corps takes
care of that. The Peace Corps pays
for the trip there and the trip back
two years later. In addition it will
provide transportation home in the
event o f sickness or family
emergency.
Q. What kind of medical care do
volunteers receive?
A. Whenever they can be treated
in their host country, they are. If
the situation warrants, however,
the Peace Corps will fly the
volunteer to Europe or America to
receive full treatment. All medical
bills are paid by the Peace Corps.
Q. What do volunteers do?
A. Almost anything. Their ser
vices range from actual physical
labor to supervisory positions.
Q. What if a volunteer decides
that the Peace Corps isn’t for him
before his two year stint is over?

THE CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE
WISHES EVERYONE A HAP
PY, HEALTHY, AND SAFE
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY!

A. Peace Corps volunteers have
no legal obligation to serve out
their entire two years. The commit
ment they make is a two year moral
commitment. It is not legally
binding.
Q. W hat percentage o f
volunteers actually don't finish out
their commitment?
A. I have no exact figures, but
would guess anywhere from 20-25
percent. That however, includes
people who leave for all reasons
from trouble adjusting to medical
and family problems.
Q. Can a volunteer remain
longer than two years?
A. If the program that he is
working on is still in need of
assistance, then he, the Peace
Corps, and his host country can
agree to extend his commitment for
another year.
Q . D o v o lu n te e rs
r eformco fe compensation
i v e a n for
y the two
years o f service they render?
A. Volunteers are given SI75 for
each month o f service once they
leave the Peace Corps. This
allowance is to help them resettle
in the U.S. This comes out to about
$4200 after two years o f service.
Q. Exactly what kinds of services
do volunteers do?
A. Volunteers undertake many
and diverse programs. Some under

take educational programs while
others train people to run
businesses. There are many people
who help im prove forestry,
agriculture, nutrition and health. In
fact, the services offered by
volunteers are virtually unlimited.
Q. Does being in the Peace
Corps help students get jobs and
into grad school afterwards?
A. In the past, grad schools and
employers have looked upon Peace
Corps volunteer work in a very
favorable light. I’m sure this will
continue.
Q. Why has Peace Corps been in
the news lately?
A. There is a bill before Con
gress to almost double its size from
about 6,000 volunteers to 10,000.
This bill would also increase a con
gressional funding to much higher
than present levels.
Q. Were you personally ever a
volunteer for the Peace Corps?
A. As a matter o f fact I was. I
served in Botswana, which is in
Southern Africa. I helped to super
vise several projects to provide jobs

to the drought stricken inh_oitants.
Q. Was your experience with the
Peace Corps positive?
A. Yes, extremely. Most people
who serve find their time spent to
have been worthwhile and I’m no
exception.
Q. How does one go about
joining?
A. The first step is attending an
information session, like the one
we held at Providence College. The
next step is to apply for an
interview.
O. Will you come back inter
viewing at Providence College?
A. We usually return sometime
in the spring. In addition we have
many city wide cam paigns
throughout the area during the
year. Those interested in joining
can always contact their regional
office. For the New England area
Peace Corps
New England Area Office
10 Causeway Street Rm. 466
Boston, MA. 02222-1099
call (617) 565-5555

Providence College Bookstore

Your Christmas Gift Store
We Stock Gifts for Your
Family and Friends
Bibles
Dictionaries
Art Books

PRECISION CUTTING FOR MEN & WOMEN

La

Cut

S alon

89S SMITH ST.

RIVER AVE. -PROVIDENCE

N. Y. Times Best Sellers
(DISCOUNTED)

And Hundreds More

Susan Bell - Spagnolo

Sunkist
CAN CUN
BAHAMAS
DAYTON A BEACH
FT. LAUDERDALE

$3 4 9
$5 4 9

BOSTON DEPARTURES
R .T . A IR , H O T E L , T R A N S F E R S , P A R T IE S & M O R E
For more information, call TRAVEL TURF. Inc.
Office Hours: Mon. to Fri. 9:30 a.m. ■5 p.m.
Toll Free: Eastern U S 1-800-223-7016 Eastern PA 1-800-222-4432

We Can Send Your Gift
Anywhere In the U.S.A.

★ JO LLY

Continued from page 16
The book is covered with dust and
yellowing from disuse.
"W ow " you think, “ I didn’t
even know we had a textbook for
this course.”
Next you take out your
notebook. As you begin to browse
through it, you are amazed at the
similarities between your writing
and Egyptian hieroglyphics.
As you are trying to interpret
these strange letterings, your mind
wanders. You begin to think of
everything from what you are hav
ing for dinner that night to what
Christmas gifts your going to buy.
The clock clicks loudly and sudden
ly you snap out of it and start your
work.
You open your notebook to
September. It’s difficult to believe
that this is still the same semester
that you were in then. The material
docs not even look remotely
familiar.
Not discouraged, you Tip your
notebook to October. The paves
arc blank.
"T h a t’s right” , you think,"that
was the month I blew off all those
classes."
There’s only one thing you can
do. You borrow someone else’s
notebook, dump enough change to
buy a year’s supply o f Christmas
cookies into the copy machine, and
photocopy all their notes.
You will now discover that there
are two types o f notetakers- those
who take little (and consequently
miss some important information)

and those who take too many (and
make you waste your time with too
much info). You define yourself, of
course, as the only person who
knows the correct amount o f notes
to take.
It’s so hot in the library that you
feel like “ a chestnut roasting on an
open fire.” Soon you get drowsy
and your head starts to bob onto
your notebook. You “ sleep in
heavenly peace” and don’t wake
up until Joe Security tells you to
stop snoring.
After that sleep you are extreme
ly hungry and have to go get
something to eat. You don’t want
to lose your seat in the library and
you don't feel safe about leaving
your books there, but you have to
get some food.
Many students think ahead to
avoid this dilemma. They bring
what one student described as a
“ decoy notebook." A senior, for
example, will bring a freshman Civ
notebook and leave it on a desk so
that everyone will think that so
meone is sitting there. This method
is especially effective if you scatter
blank pieces o f paper around the
notebook and leave a pen or pen
cil as well.
While doing this saves you from
having to find a seat, maybe the
reason that you wouldn't be able
to find a seat in the first place is the
other people are doing the same
thing.
In any case, after returning to
the library, you will eventually have
to begin studying.

This is the least fun part o f the
entire experience. For the next few
hours you engage in intense
studying.
Eventually the lights in the
library, like the light on a
Christmas tree, will blink. This
does not mean that there is a
blackout or that you’re going
blind. It means go home—you’ve
done enough studying.
So you go home to your three
foot tall plastic Christmas tree and
crank your Nat King Cole
Christmas album as you sip a cup
o f hot cocoa. You browse through
your notes one more time.
You then go to bed and soon are
asleep with visions o f finals danc
ing in your head.

J o e ’s H a ll
S p o n so rs
T u r k e y D r iv e
On a cold, rainy day in
November o f 1985, Chris Grenier,
P.C. ‘88, came up with an idea, in
the spirit of Thanksgiving, about
sharing good things with others at
Christmas time. Why not give the
guys in St. Joseph Hall an oppor
tunity to express their thankfulness
and appreciation for all the good
things that they have in life by do
ing something thoughtful for those
who were less fortunate.
So, the first week o f December
that year, the men of the dorm con
tributed a generous sum o f money
to buy tickets to be distributed to
families whose names were submit
ted by the Catholic Charities Office
o f the Diocese o f Providence. The
big birds were purchased and wrap
ped with a personal holiday wish
from the students and handdelivered a few days before
Christmas by some o f those who
lived in the area.
It was a wonderful experience.
Last year, the Joe’s alumni offcampus wanted to know if the same
project would be underway for the
holidays. It was decided that it
would be and both the residents
and the neighborhood alumni join
ed in to collect an even larger sum
than the first year.

Afro-American Society
January 20, 1988
CANDLELIGHT VIGIL
in honor of
the Late

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
6:00 p.m.
In front of Raymond Hall

COME AND SUPPORT!

CLASSIFIEDS
Professional computer typing.
Fast, Reliable, Accurate for term
papers, these s, reports, resumes,
etc. Just call Nancy at 722-9992 for
all your typing needs. TypeAll Ser
vices, 79 Ivan St. No. 18, No. Pro
vidence, R .l. 02904.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED:
T o p pay! C.I. 121 24th Ave., N.W.
Suite 222, Norman, Oklahoma
73069.

Student experienced with tod
dlers for Mother’s helper. Flexible
hours. $6.00 per hour. 751-2017.

Part-Time: Home Mailing Pro
gram: Excellent income! Details,
send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: West, Box 5877,
Hillside, N.J. 07205.

We need I or 2 people to live in
our apartment on Oakland Ave.
next semester while we are abroad.
Wall to wall carpeting, fully fur
nished and decorated. $450 mon
thly. January to May 1988. Call
831-6291.

Typist—Hundreds weekly at
home. Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark,
N.J. 07066.

New brand o f Polan's. All ma
jors may apply for immediate
openings. From 15 hours per week.
$125 starting plus tuition aid
available by performance. Call
anytime, 353-7630. In person inter
view required.

New brand o f Polaris. All ma
jors may apply for immediate
openings. From 15 hours per week.
S125 starting plus tuition aid
available by performance. Call
anytime 353-7630. In person inter
view required.

Homemakers wanted: Top pay!
C .I., 121 24th Ave., N.W ., Suite
222, Norman, Oklahoma, 73069.

LOST; Friday night at Stag
Bash—a grey overcoat with a grey
and white plaid scarf, also red key
chain. If someone found this or ac
cidently picked it up, please call
861-9194. Ask for Paul.

For Rent: Walking distance.
Clean 2 & 3 bedroom apartment.
For Now and Next Year. Call :
831-2433.

DOGNAPPED: White ceramic
poodle last seen at 196 Oakland
Ave. Answers to Jim, broken right
forepaw .
H ousehold
is
housebroken. Reward offered to
anyone providing information
about his w hereabouts. Call
274-3946.
HELP WANTED: Pulco’s Pizza.
Driers and kitchen help wanted.
Flexible hours. Call 751-5223. Ask
for John.

Under new management, PIZZA
USA, 580 Chalkstone Ave., Prov.,
R.l. 02908. (401) 831-8060.

Renting Property: 4 Bedroom
House, won’t last. 2 baths, ap
pliances, carpeted, 7 rooms, close
to cam pus. Call John at
401-521-0277. Rent $600.

3 Bedroom House: DEAL and a
'A. l / i rooms, clean, carpeted, ap
pliances, convenient to campus.
Urgent: Large doses o f Exedrin
and 60 stretchers needed for late
Thursday PM and early Friday AM
for “ Bash-Out" members campus
scribes.
Tires For Sale: 4 tires, $15.00
each. D 185/80-13. Call 724-7256.
2 Person Apartment. 1 male
needed for 2nd semester. 318 Ad
miral St., Excellent Price. Call
mornings before 9:30. 272-6828, or
evenings 865-3352, ask for Kevin.
For Sale: Only 3 blocks from
P.C. Charming 3 bed. cape (2 with
skylights), 2 baths, dining room,
new kitchen, with slider to deck,
fireplace, garage. Only $114,900
Firm. 274-0057.

House For Rent: P.C. Area. 4
Bedrooms. Utilities not included,
861-3700, 8 to 5.
Best-Typing Service Around!!!
Term Papers! Resumes! Test
Answers! (Just kidding). Profes
sional typists, reasonable rates.
FREE PICK UP and DELIVERY.
Call ComputerWorks at 766-9603.
Students 21 + , Traveling for this
vacation. Drive our car to your ci
ty FREE. Call 431-1880. Auto
Drive Away, 694 No*Broadway,
Prov., R.I.

Volunteer.
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association

RA Applications
for 1988-89 can
be picked up at
the Residence Office,
201 Joseph Hall.

ANNOUNCING OUR

T w elve D ays o f C h r is tm a s
G r a n d O p e n in g F e s tiv it ie s
Come Join Us For A Study Break
4 6 0 S m ith S tr e e t an d 3 9 1 D ou glas A ven u e
P roviden ce
Saturday, December 12, 1 9 8 7 •

11 a.m. to 2 p.m..

REGISTER TO WIN
A SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRIZE
OPENING SPECIALS AT BOTH STORES
(Offers g ood until December 2 3, 1987 unless otherwise noted)

COKE, DIET COKE, TAB, SPRITE 2 Itr.
790 plus tax and deposit
Buy a BIG GULP;
Get a FREE S LIC E OF PIZZA
GRADE A LARGE EGGS
890 dozen •990 dozen (brown)
Buy a BIG GULP;
Get a FREE SANDW ICH
(12/14-18), 11 a.m.- 7 p.m. only
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12 • 11 p.m.- 2 p.m.

V IS IT W IT H
SAN TA CLAUS
• FREE PICTURES WITH SANTA
• FREE EGG NOG SAMPLES
■ FREE CANDY CANES
■FREE COFFEE

•

■ FREE SODA

FREE BALLOONS

■ FREE SLURPEE

BUY ONE 8 OZ. CONTAINER OF

BUY ONE GALLON OF

C o lu m b o Y o g u r t

G a r e lic k M ilk

AND GET

AND GET A

A SECOND CONTAINER

H A LF GALLON OF ORANGE JUICE

FREE

FREE

GOOD AT

GOOD AT

7 -E L E V E N

7 -E L E V E N

460 SMITH STREET
PROVIDENCE, R.l. O N L Y

391 DOUGLAS AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, R.l. O N L Y

COUPON GOOD 12/12 — 12/23

COUPON GOOD 12/12 — 12/23

Intramural Notes
by K.K. Kelly
This week the Intram u ral
Athletic Board is proud to an
nounce its Athlete-of-the-Month
winners. (Well, in this case, it is
A thlete-of-the-Sem ester!) Two
seniors won this award. That gives
them a spot in the Intramural Hall
o f Fame, wherever that is. Think
o f it as something to put on your
resume, guys! The male winner is
the multi-talented Greg Trainor,
while Mary Flick won the honors

in victory style while she amazed
the opposition on defense by
dashing down the court in a mere
4 seconds. Without a doubt, Mary
Flick was a subsequent factor in her
teams #1 UPI rating as well as the
championship title. In football,
once again, Mary exhibited dexteri
ty and skill on the field, as her
team, "Kiley’s Killers,” captured
the title.
Outside of intramurals, Ms.
Flick is an avid fan of Elvis Presley
and faithfully collects all his

team, include captain Sean Horrigan, who, in a post game inter
view commented, “ We want our Tshirts!" O.K. Sean, they are com
ing! Also part o f this conglomera
tion of talent are Scott Guilbeault ,
a former NFL scab player; David
M cKenzie, recent au th o r of
“ Violence in Football” ; Chris
Kilroy and John Kennedy, two
WDOM all-stars for this sport;
Mike Curran, known primarily to
his colleagues as CRUSH; Ted
Maher, who according to several

Female Athlete-of-t he-Month, Mary Flick shown here competing in an ultimate Frisbee game.
for the ladies.
spectators,
single-handedly
memorabilia. Moreover, Flick en
Greg Trainor, a resident of
destroyed the competition; John
joys bingo, soap operas and, of
Hawkins Street who resides with
Horrigan, who has been offered a
course, the Topsfield Fair!
his fellow “ hawks,” starred in both
full boat at Notre Dame after the
The honorable mentor athletes
flag football and 3 on 3 hoops. In
coaches reviewed game tapes; Rich
o f the month include: Janine
“ see ya in the endzone” Sullivan
football, Greg was virtually
MacAleese (football, frisbee),
and
Dan “ the destro y er”
unstoppable when he carried the
Cheryl Adams (3 on 3), Brian
ball which led his team to the
O’Sullivan. Great job, guys!
Engler (tennis), Brian Wilk
championship berth. (However,
The women’s championship,
(wifflcball—that is if you call that
which could have easily passed as
Greg and his team did not fare too
a sport!), Mike Castorino (hoops
a men’s rugby match, featured
well as they were defeated by the
and frisbee) and Karen Philips
Kiley’s Killers vs. Gino’s Kids. The
Untouchables...well that is another
(tennis.)
story). Moreover, Greg has shot
game started slowly as both team
110 percent from the line for his 3
exchanged turnovers. Midway
Football
on 3 team and averages 64 re
through the first half, Kiley’s star.
bounds per game. Without a
Janine MacAleese swept around
Super Thursday was held on
and made her way to the endzone
doubt, Greg has been the backbone
November 19 and featured three
o f his team.
for the first touchdown. Later in
action packed games. The first
Aside from Intramurals, Greg is
the game MacAleese struck again,
matchup featured two strong
this time on defense as she in
an avid runner and recently com
freshmen teams, S.O.M .F. vs The
tercepted a pass and brought it to
pleted the New York City
Men of Guzman. Early in the first
Marathon in a near record time of
her endzone for an o th er
half, S.O.M .F. jumped out to an
2 hours and twelve minutes. Not
touchwown. With the score, 14-10,
early lead. However. Kevin Beat
the first half ended.
bad, Greg! Also, Greg belongs to
ty, two time New York Post all-star
the Syracuse Needlepoint Associa
The second half featured more
and potential All-American, would
tion, and enjoys puzzles and
physical play on both sides. Kilcy's
not let it happen. The number three
geisters.
Killers scored one more time to vir
draft choice, Dave Kane, took con
tually ice the cham pionship.
Mary Flick, a resident of the Big
trol o f the offense as the Men of
Blue M ansion on Pembroke,
Members o f Kiley’s Killers ex
Guzman captured two touchdowns
dominated the ultimate frisbee.
hibiting talent in this playoff scries
and never looked back. The Men
league as well as shined in the
include A ll-A m ericans Lori
o f Guzman conquered S.O.M .F.,
women's Hag football league. For
Hanley, Megan Daley, Leslie
26-2.
frisbee, Mary worked the endzone
Delano and Tracey G aede.
Playing on this championship

Ultimate frisbee referees seen here after just receiving a bribe payment from the winning team.

Moreover, former Dallas Cowboy
Cheerleaders Tracy Santorelli,
Christine Sicard and Suzann
Sweeney sport their skill for the
Killers. Marie Leary, Teresa
McGowan and Mary Flick, all who
look to pursue their football
careers after college, were a domi
nant factor in the victories as well.
Finally, MacAleese, Dennis
Wallace, Maura Knowles, Meg
Dean and Missy Kingston were all
named to the Providence Journal
All-Stars as a result o f their perfor
mance. Congratulations, ladies!
The stage was now set for the
long awaited duo between Vig has
no clue...it’s St. Louis vs. The Un
touchables. The Untouchables, led
by senior quarterback Frank McIn
tyre, struck first with an early
touchdown by the sensational Scan
Connors. Not to be outdone, Vig
retaliated with a touchdown by
world class player Greg Trainor.
The first half came to a close as
each team scored once more.
The second half featured more
o f the same though play by both
teams. With three minutes remain
ing. Vig has no clue scored to go
on top by four. The Untouchables
then got the ball back on their own
ten yard line. After three plays, the
Untouchables seemed to have stall
ed as the two minute warning
sounded. However, on the fourth
down, Frank McIntyre pulled one
o f his tricks out o f his hat and us
ed Doug Smith as a decoy only to
send Mike Flanagan streaking (not
literally) down the right sideline for
a touchdown and the lead! Vig got
the ball back with 1:46 left to play,
but their offense was stopped by
the Untouchables as Vig’s cham
pionship hopes were ended in the
hands o f Chris McShane, as he
deflagged Kevin Crimmins on the
6th down. The game was decided

The play was fierce in the first
round as the number of teams were
reduced to eight. This set up some
interesting second round matchups
for a berth in the Final Four. Prime
Time defeated a tough Mike
Carey’s team in an outstanding
competition. Weapons pulled off a
major upset by beating Eat Cool J
Cookies. Brewers Droop con
quered the Purple Helmets in a
rematch o f the season’s initial con
test. However, this time the Droop
played with power forward Tony
Johnson. This victory earned the
Droop a shot at the highly touted
Exploding Rodents.
The semi-finals pitted two
preseason number ones. Brewers
Droop against the Exploding
Rodents and the matchup between
Weapons vs. Prime Time. In the
first game. Brewers Droop relied
heavily on the inside advantage and
emerged victorious in a very
physical game. In the second.
Prime Time handles the strong
showing Weapons in a three game
contest. The final game was held
Monday, Dec. 7 and featured
Brewers Droop against Prime
Time. Brewers Droop trampled the
competition to emerge as the
champs. More to come on that
game next issue.
Wiffleball
After five weeks o f wiffleball,
plenty o f turkey and only two
weeks to go, the race for the Tshirts tighten, (and after all these
holidays, so do the T-shirts).
Although Jimmie the Greek may be
considered expert by some, he
hazards to guess at the top bunch
o f sluggers. “ Wiffleball is a cult
'sport," comments the Greek, “ it is
difficult to pick a top team as you
never know what will happen.”

Male athlete of the month, Greg Trainor.. Trainor is shown her doing
a great job of boxing out the defender.
and the Untouchables were the
victors!
Sporting the championship Tshirts included former Miami
Dolphin standout Pete Almonte
and Jim Regan; ten time (at least)
All-American Frank “ meet you in
the endzone" McIntyre; National
Geographic
A ll-Stars
Bill
McDonough, Dave Lanzillo and
Chris McShane; John Kearney and
Mike Flanagan, two members of
the local chapter o f FOOTBALL
ANONYMOUS; Jo e Sadak, Doug
Smith and Gene Mulvaney, who
are on the 5 year plan at P.C. in
an effort to recapture the title next,
year, (good luck, guys!) and final
ly, Sean Connors and Fr. Barron,
to key players that will be inducted
into the football hall o f fame on
Dec. 30, 1995.
Great job guys and best o f luck
in the rest of your intramural
matchups!
3 on 3 Hoops
The 3 on 3 playoffs began with
1.6 teams qualifying, all o f which
were from the original eight seeds.
Teams were chosen strictly on the
basis of their record, the year the
IAB did not accept any bribes.

The Greek sees six teams among
the top contenders—The Boxheads, The All-Grain Team; Let
tuce, Tomato and Mayo; The
Meatlockers; Heavy Metal; and the
Wifflebrawlers. Good luck to all.
This week the wiffleball commis
sioner, Tom Austin, is awarding
the “ Hard Luck Award” to the
team in his league that seems to
have struggled the most. This
award goes to the team dubb
ed...Going, Going, Gone. Credit
should be given where credit is due.
Although this group of guys has yet
to win any intermural event (except
‘by forfeit, and even those are
close), they really make an effort.
Stan Mickus and Tom Paecho lead
the team and comment on im
provement as this year’s motto.
Although the rest o f the team
wishes to remain nameless, they
look hopeful. Good luck guys.
As wiffleball approaches the AllStar break, teams should mentally
prepare for the crucial games that
lie ahead. Upon returning from
break on the 19th, Wiffleball will
resume with one week of season
play and then the playoffs. Enjoy
the holidays but don’t get rusty!

Women’s Hockey Icing Opponents
By Claire Smith

Photo by Matthew Dooley

Doreen Ferguson releasing a shot in the Lady Friar’s loss to Duke.

Lady Friars Beaten in
Coca-Cola Classic Final
By John Lipuma
This weekend in Alumni Hall,
the women’s basketball team com
peted in the ninth-annual Lady
Friar Coca-Cola Classic. Satur
day’s games had PC squaring off
against Maine and Duke playing
USC. PC handled Maine in the
first game, 83-78. Center Andrea
Magnum erupted for 25 points and
grabbed 9 rebounds, leading all
scorers.
S upportin g M agnum were
Foward Liz Lawlor and Guard
Helen Jesse with 11 points apiece.
Tri-captain Doreen Ferguson also
contributed 10 points and 11
rebounds.
The victory was obviously the
result o f solid team play, well or
chestrated by Head Coach Bob
Foley. With only three seniors on
the squad the Lady Friars have the
sound foundation o f a future Big
East Force.
With PC’s win over Maine, they
advanced to the tournament finals
against Duke, who squeaked by

USC 78-75. Last year Providence
won the tournament over Miami of
Ohio, and hoped to triumph for the
second straight year. Unfortunate
ly, history would not repeat itself.
Despite a well-played First half,
th e Lady Friars still found
themselves down by three, 48-45.
The second half belonged to Duke
and their star guard Kate Meier,
who proved too much for the
young Lady Friar Team. Meier led
all scorers in the Final game with 28
points, and went on to win the
tournament MVP.
By game’s end the score was in
favor of Duke 87-75, though PC
did have some highlights. TriCaptains Ferguson and Diann
Reynolds had fine games with 26
and 10 p oints respectively.
Reynolds was the lone Friar nam
ed to the All-Tournament team.
The Lady Friars face URI this
Thursday at Kingston. Their record
now stands at 2-3. The following
Monday Providence travels to
North Carolina to compete in the
North Carolina State Classic.

Announcers Giving TV
Sports a Bad Name
by Mike Castorino
How many times have you been
so frustrated by an idiotic an
nouncer ruining a sprin g event?
Possibly hundreds, thousands,
millions o f times.
It seems that many o f today’s
announcers think they’re come
dians not broadcasters. There are
some announcers who are enter
taining, blending broadcasting and
humor nicely. Then there is the ma
jority who try to be funny, but fail
miserably. There is nothing worse
than listening to someone who
thinks they’re funny, but are not
sat all.
I hereby submit my list o f to
day’s worst announcers.
THE WORST- Dick Vitale- ESPN
basketball commentator-The head
o f the list, pun intended. This man
is possibly the most annoying man
on the face o f the earth. A
frustrated coach turned announcer,
Vitale has taken a slew of statistics
and turned it into a career. He is
constantly playing out phrases,
worshipping players and coaches,
and losing control o f his spastic
tongue. Vitale is a spreading virus
that must be cured.
Pete Axthelm- ESPN- football
commentator- It is the same thing
everytime ‘the Ax’ speaks. He tries
to make a joke out o f nothing, then
he laughs alone. Pete please, you
know your football but you’re not
funny!
Jimmy ‘THE GREEK’- CBS

NFL Today- Renowned for predic
ting the outcome o f all sporting
events, 'T he Greek’ has not pick
ed anything right since he picked a
Fight with Brent Musburger a few
years back. Jimmy ‘The Greek’ is
as entertaining as a bad cold.
Charlie Jones- NBC football
play by play- Jones is the father
time of announcing. This guy
sounds like a scratchy old record.
Never successfully putting the cor
rect words together, Jones is con
stantly fumbling his words. Along
with former wide receiver Jimmy
Cefalo, these two at best, are the
odd couple.
Pat H ayden- CBS CFL
announcer- If you are looking for
an unbiased approach to watching
a college football game, don’t
watch Hayden, he’ll make you sick
to your stomach. Within the first
tw o minutes o f every game,
Hayden has made it clear who he’s
rooting for. I don’t want to hear
who you want to win Pat, just do
your job.
These five share the dubious
honor o f being the five worst
broadcasters today. I wish they
would take note of Bob Costis and
Chris Berman and leave the com
edy to Eddie Murphy.
Fearless Bowl predictions:In the
Orange Bowl, Oklahoma will beat
Miami 23-10. In the Fiesta Bow!
Florida St. will beat Nebraska
30-23. Finally, in the Sugar Bowl
Auburn will crush the Orange
28-17.

The 1987-88 W om en’s Ice
Hockey Team is undefeated (5-0)
with wins over 4 ivy league op
ponents (Princeton, H arvard,
Dartmouth, and Cornell) and
R.I.T., going into exams.
“ Our team has to be very
satisfied,” commented Assistant
Coach Jackie Gladu. “ We really
haven’t had that much time to
prepare, and there are still two
players out with Mono. Add to that
2 or 3 injuries, and there’s a
definite challenge trying to prepare
for the first half o f our season,"
continued Gladu. Indeed, the Lady
Friars have yet to be a complete
team with everybody healthy, but
with experience on their side,
they’ve survived against some wor
thy opponents.
Providence opened it’s season by
thrashing Princeton 11-3, in the on
ly home game this semester for the
Lady Friars. Lisa Brown, Heather
Linstad, and Kelly O ’Leary com
bined for 8 o f the 11 goals. P.C.
dominated the play and took ad
vantage of some erratic goaltending
on the Princeton side.
Harvard was the next opponent
for the icewomen and the 8-3 vic
tory was a sweet one, as Harvard
appears to be one o f the better Ivy
teams.
“ The score wasn’t indicative of
the game,” stated Harvard Coach
John Dodley. "The difference
came dowm to the goaltending,
and the Goalie (P.C .’s Shannon
Sweerey) made some key saves in
the early going. We’re going to be
O.K ., after seeing how we skated
with Providence, but they did look
a little tired,” he continued.
The Lady Friars seemed to run
out o f energy in the middle o f the
second period and held a slim 3-2
lead after 2 periods. Key 3rd period
goals by Heather Linstade, Heather
Laduke and Michelle Ricci iced the
victory.

“ I don’t know where we found
the strength in the 3rd period,"
smiled a very happy, but exhausted
(Michelle Ricci. “ But, this was our
third game in three nights, and a
perfect opportunity for a Harvard
upset. Thank goodness their goalie
was shaky in the end. That’s a good
team (Harvard), and they’ll be
tough in the Ivy race,” continued
the Woburn, MA. native. “ It
should be interesting up at Dart
mouth next week. I guess they’re
pretty good, and we’ve never
played well in Hanover."
Yes, Dartmouth was as good as
expected. P.C. won a hard fought
battle, 3-0, behind goals by
Heather Linstad, Kelly O ’Leary,
and Heather Laduke. Again.
Freshm an G oalie, Shannon
Sweezey made some critical saves
early in the contest, as the Lady
Friars were barely up, I -0, going in
to the 3rd period.
Business it was, as the icewomen
took their first weekend trip to
upstate New York, facing Cornell,
and then R.I.T. PC faced the Big
Red o f Cornell First, on Dec. 5th,
and won going away 8-0. The Lady
Friars jumped out to a quick 3-0
lead on goals by Marlene Ricci,
Kelly O ’Leary and Ann Kennedy,
and never looked back. The Lady
Friars appeared to be sluggish in
the beginning stages o f the contest,
but found their stride as the game
went on.
Sophomore Ann Kennedy said,
“ The bus trip was long, extremely
long. It took us awhile to really get
going, but after we scored 3 times
early we seemed to pick up the
pace.”
Cornell became frustrated and
physical, finding themselves continously in the penalty box.
“ Everytime I looked across the
ice, there was another Cornell
player in the b o x ,” stated
Sophomore Debbie Barnhill. “ Any
team that takes that many penalties

against us will eventually pay the
price. How many powerplay goals
did we have tonight? 5? And the
penalties they took were bad ones.
My father happened to be at the
game, and that’s the only time he
gets upset with my play.. When I
take a dumb penalty," continued
the Lexington, MA. native. “ We
had one powerplay where we had
5 or 6 real good shots on the C or
nell goalie, and her teamm
ates
couldn't get the puck out o f the
zone, so finally she put her arms up
in the air, as if to say, score, and
get it over with...and that’s what
we did.”
The penalties certainly hurt Cor
nell, as they were totally frustrated
in their home opener.
The Lady Friars took their
“ bumps 'n ‘ bruises" up to R.I.T.
on Sunday Dec. 6th, where they
won 6-3, in another physical game.
Lisa Brown spearheaded the attack
with 3 goals, and P.C. kept their
cool as R.I.T. was extremely
rough.
The Lady Friars jumped out to
a 3-0 lead after one period, and just
tried to stay healthy the rest o f the
game.
“ What a zoo!” said Freshman
Maria Costa, "I was only out there
for a couple of shifts and I got
high-slicked everytime out. I mean,
why pick on me? 1 didn’t score.”
Captain Colleen McLellan continuosly hounded the indifferent
referees on the women's rule in
hockey, but to no avail.
If there were 2 fools in this
building today, they were definitely wearing zebra skins,” stated an
angry McLellan. " O hope those
guys (refs.) put a piece of
Thanksgiving turkey in their
wallets for identification. We’ve
had some real beauties doing our
games in New York.”
T rue, the refereeing was
atrocious, but the Lady Friars over
came their ineptness and recorded
win No. 5 with no losses.

OFF-CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
offers
A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR THE
COLLEGE BASKETBALL FAN
BILLY PACKER’S NEW BOOK - ONLY $19.95

50 YEARS OF THE FINAL FOUR
★ Filled with classic photographs from some of the most memorable
games in NCAA history.
★ A complete history of each year’s tournament detailing not only
the winners and losers but the Cinderella teams, the great perfor
mances, and the incredible upsets that make this event totally uni
que in sports.
★ Packer’s outstanding interviews with: Bobby Knight, John Thomp
son, Bill Walton, Curt Gowdy, Dean Smith, John Wooden, John Havlicek,
Denny Crum and many, many more of the great stars and minds of
the game.
‘ Including this year’s tournament in New Orleans

1017 SMITH STREET
PROVIDENCE. R I 02908
LOCATED ON SMITH STREET ACROSS
FROM LASALLE ACADEMY
40I-861-6270

Men’s X-C Places 20th in Nation
by Ami Cronan
“ With all the problems we’ve
faced. I’m really pleased with to
day’s result. We were without John
A llen and the brillian t Bill
Mullaney, but we still proved to be
one o f the best teams in the
nation.”
So said co-captain Keiron
Tumbleton after his team had
finished 20th in the NCAA Cham
pionships in West Virginia on Nov.
23. The Friars dueled with the top
teams in the nation and came out
with their pride intact.
In his final collegiate cross
country race, Tumbleton continued
his role as the teams top runner
with a top class finish, racing to
63rd in a very com petitive
field."Keiron has been great for
the team this season," said injured
sophomore Bill Mullaney .“ and he
proved his class with a top run. On

ly when you compete in this kind
o f race you realize how tough it
really is.”
Close behind Tumbleton was
Irish senior Mark Keller, who once
again provided the consistency that
the team relies on. His 80th place
finish coupled with Francis Con
way’s 95th place finish, gave the
Friars a backup to the inspirational
leader Tumbleton.
PC’s fourth man was John Dug
gan in 143rd position. The Rhode
Island native has been the surprise
o f the season, producing some
brilliant performances and becom
ing an integral part o f the team.
Junior Sean Keohane closed the
Friar score with a 163rd place
finish, and Mike Scanlon provid
ed strong backup in 177th.
" A t the beginning o f the
season," said Tumbleton, “ we had
hoped to crack the top ten in the
country, but when all’s said and

Gallagher and Maloney
Compete in NCAA’s
by Patricia Logan
The 1987 W om en's NCAA
Cross Country Championships
were held two weeks ago in
Charlottesville, Virgina. P ro 
vidence College was represented by
ju n io r T ina M oloney and
sophomore Siobhan Gallagher and
both put in very good perfor
mances in light of such tough
opposition.
Moloney ran a terrific race to
place 30tb overall, just missing
m aking A ll-A m erican by 5
seconds. She had an excellent time
o f 16 minutes 58 seconds for the
3.1 mile race which was run in ex
cellent w eather and course
conditions.
“ I am happy with my perfor
mance,” said Moloney," but I look
forward to making up those extra

few places next year.”
Siobhan Gallagher found the
race to be just a little too quick for
her liking and with so many peo
ple around her she felt that she
never really got into the race. Her
95th place is, however, a good per
formance and is excellent ex
perience for one so young as
Gallagher.
Coach Treacy was pleased with
the way Moloney and Gallagher
ran, but was extremely disap
pointed that the PC women’s team
did not get a bid to compete at the
NCAA finals, even though they
placed second to Yale University at
the ECAC Championships in
Pennsylvania. Yale placed a very
good third at the Nationals and
Penn Slate whom PC beat by 40
points at ECAC’s placed 12th

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

PIZZA U.S.A.
AMERICAN
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MEDITERRANEAN SPECIALS
Tel. (401) 831-8060
580 Chalkstone Avenue
Providence, R.l. 02908

done, twentieth in the nation is as
good a result as we could expect.
We’ve been unlucky, but the strong
team m orale has pulled us
through.”
The losee o f John Allen and Bill
Mullaney was a significant factor
in the Friar season, but the strength
and depth of the harriers meant
that they could be replaced without
too much disruption.
Mullaney’s loss, however, was
especially hard on the team. Pick
ed by many as an All-Amcrican
candidate this year, this wonderful
ly talented runner battled injury
and pain for the good of the team,
eventually having to succumb to a
vicious stress fracture. But with
men with the will of Bill Mullaney
on the team, the Friar cross
country tradition will continue to
prosper.
Coach Treacy was optimistic
about the future. “ Everyone gain
ed vital experience this year which
we'll be able to fall back on. We
lose some top men, but I’m hop
ing that everyone will pull together
for further improvement next year.
It’s been a good season. Now I’m
looking forward to a good track
season. ’'

It’s Just a Game
By Dan I.awler
Thoughts while shooting a cou
ple o f racks at the Loveday
Poolroom.
As my source at Notre
Dame is quick to point out,
Timmy Brown won the Heisman in
a landslide. But one has to question
the choice o f Brown in light o f per
formances that were less than
Heisman-like in his last two games.
Why is it that voters sent in ballots,
(most with Brown's name on it),
weeks before Friday’s deadline. Mv
choice was Don MacPherson of
Syracuse for his tremendous leader
ship in q u arterbacking the
Orangemen to an undefeated
season.
Speaking o f Syracuse, who
would have ever expected in
Septem ber that the mighty
Syracuse hoopsters would lose a
game before the football
Orangemen. It may not be until
next year that the SU football team
loses as they can cap o ff a perfect
season with a victory over Auburn
in the Sugar Bowl on January I.
It didn’t take long for the PC
hoop team to disappoint even the
most optimistic o f fans. After tak
ing the tailor-made Fleet Classic the
Friars have gone on to drop games
to both Holy Cross and the Runn
ing U tes o f the University o f Utah.
And it doesn’t get any easier as the
Friars face Xavier o f Ohio, Austin
Peay and a strong URI team before

getting into the Big East contests.
Some postseason predictions for
Bowl Games. The Bluebonnet
Bowl (usually a bore) should be a
fairly decent game as it showcases
next year’s Heisman favorite Chris
“ Iron Head” Heyward, Pitt giving
4 should cover. In the Cotton Bowl
Texas A & M will upset Notre
Dame and in the Sugar Bowl,
underdog Syracuse will win
outright. In the Rose Bowl, usual
ly the best game in which to catch
a nap, Lorenzo White and the
MSU Spartans will take the cue
from previous Big 10 teams and
lose to the U.S.C. Trojans.
In the game for the National
Championship, Jimmy Johnson
will deservedly get his butt handed
to him by the Oklahoma Sooners.
This has been labeled “ the game"
but the game I’m looking forward
to is the Fiesta Bowl. This Bowl
features Florida State and
Nebraska. I still believe FSU
should have beaten Miami and is
the best team in the country. As 3
point favorites over Nebraska the
Seminoles are a lock.
All the major bowls are being
played on New Year’s Day but the
Hall o f Fame Classic and the Peach
Bowl will be played on Saturday,
Jan. 2 . 1 don’t know who can con
centrate on those games however,
with the PC hoopsters gearing up
for powerful Marist College that
evening.

Lady Friars Capture Big East Title
by Steve Salttery
During the weekend o f Nov.
21-22, the Lady Friar volleyball
team pulled o ff two upsets to cap
ture their third Big East title in the
last six years.
After handling Seton Hall with
relative ease in the first match, PC
lost consecutive m atches to
Georgetown and Pittsburgh. The
Lady Friars had trouble getting
mentally into either of the matches.
Freshman Debbie Matejka and
ju n io rs C risten M oore and
Christine Sutera played very well
for the Lady Friars in this disap
pointing 15-13, 15-10,10-15, 16-14
loss to Georgetown.
Against Pittsburgh, the Lady
Friars tried to match the awesome
power o f their opponent, but Lisa
Stewart, last year’s tournament
MVP, was dominant at the net as
she tore up the PC front line.
After these two losses, the Lady
Friars were faced with a must win
situation against Villanova. The
Lady Friars responded by handing
Villanova a 15-8, 15-8, 15-7 loss.
In their semifinal match, the
Lady Friars met Pitt for the second
time in the tournament and they
were looking to avenge the beating
that they took at the hands o f Lisa
Stewart and her teammates.
In the first game, PC came

quickly, grabbing a 6-3 lead. The
Lady Friars keyed on Lisa Stewart
in an attempt to frustrate her and
cause her to make mistakes. At 8-7,
PC ’s Barbara Prehatney made a
diving save o f a vicious spike by
Stewart which keyed PC on to a
15-8 win in the first game.
Pittsburgh came out quickly in
the second game, hoping to even
the match, taking an 8-5 lead. The
Lady Friars, however, came storm
ing back behind the excellent serv
ing of freshman Stephanie Deale to
take an 11-8 lead. PC was able to
hold o ff a second Pitt run to take
the second game by a score of
15-12.
After falling behind 2-0 in
games, Pittsburgh showed the
tenacity that enabled them to win
24 consecutive matches at one point
this year, as they stormed back to
even the match up at two games
apiece.
But just when it looked as
though the Lady Friars were finish
ed, they came up with what was
probably the finest game that they
played all year. Backed by the fine
serving o f Christine Sutera, PC
jumped out to a 5-2 lead, but Pitt
fought back stubbornly and went on
an 8-2 run which gave them what
appeared to be an insurmountable
10-6 lead. But Debbie Majetka.
Christen Moore, and Barbara
Prehatney, anchored a PC come

back as the Lady Friars ran o ff a
string o f six points.
With the score tied at 14-14, it
was the only senior on the PC
squad, Barbara Prehatney, playing
in what looked like her final match,
who came up with two big spikes
back-to-back to extend PC’s season
by one huge game.
PC came out looking to crush
Georgetown in the first game as
they built an impressive 12-4 lead
on their way to a 15-10 win.
Georgetown came out strong in
the second game and built a 6-3
lead. Georgetown would go on to
build an 11-5 lead, but that would
be the last point that they would
score in the second game.
Georgetown came out quickly
again in the third game and took
an early 3-0 lead. However, PC ran
off six straight points.
Georgetown would have one
final run left which they used to
build a 9-7 lead, but at this point
the Lady Friars kicked their play
into high gear. Three service points
by Barbara Prehatney would put
PC within a point o f the champion
ship and a spike by Christine Sutera
would give the Lady Friars what
they had worked so hard for all
year, the Big East Championship.
Along with Barbara Prehatney,
who was named tournament MVP,
Debbie Matejka was honored with
All-Tournament selection for her
fine play.

LORI PASSARELLI

Fish & Chips — Wed., Thurs., Fri.
HOURS
Sunday - Thursday 11 A.M. - 11 P.M.
Friday - Saturday 11 A.M. - 1 A.M.
FREE DELIVERY with a $10 order
Sunday - Thursday 3 P.M. - 11 P.M.
Friday - Saturday 3 P.M. - 1 A.M.

formerly of Glemby Salon is
now associated with
ELMHURST HAIR SALON
5 2 3 Eaton Street
25% o ff a ll h a irs ty le s and p e rm s
w ith L o ri
For appointment call 6 2 1 -8 0 5 4

Friars Take Fleet
by Sean Feeley
It was not exactly like Pro
vidence had planned it. The Friars
took the floor November 27th
against Fordham University and
pulled out a 80-76 win before
11,856 hoop crazy fans at the Civic
Center. Barely. Delray Brooks hit
four clutch foul shots in the last 38
seconds to secure the victory and
a spot in the finals of the Fleet
Classic.
Last year P.C. romped through
their non-league schedule with on
ly one loss. So there was every
reason to believe that the home
team would do the same this year.
Right?
Well, the loss of four starters
and a head coach makes that task
very difficult this time around.
Providence probably figured (at
least their followers figured) that
Fordham would not prove to be a
tough opening act. But the Rams
were.
The Friars started slowly as a
three pointer by Delray Brooks and
a Cal Foster dunk were the only
points they would score in the first
eight minutes. When Fordham
guard Greg Pedro hit a three point
shot with 10:33 left in the half, the
visiting team ha a 18-9 lead. P.C.
came back though, mainly because
o f senior co-captain Brooks’ 17
first half points (including 5-8 from
three point land), and led at the
half 39-34.
Two quick lay-ups by Marty
Conlon and point guard Carlton
Screen gave Providence a 43-36
lead a minute into the second half.
Fordham hung tough behind the
inside play o f Danny O ’Sullivan (17
points and a game high II re
bounds) and the outside shooting
of Pedro (I I second half points, 17
for the game).
After an O ’Sullivan layup with
2:00 to go brought the persistant
Rams within one (73-72), Coach
Gordie Chiesa wanted a timeout.
About a minute later Screen hit two
foul shots to make it 75-72. For
dham tried to go inside but senior
Steve Wright rejected any hope for
an upset with a dutch blocked shot.
By then it was time to foul for the
visitors and Brooks hit his two pair

from charity stripe (sandwiched
between one by Chris Watts) to seal
the victory.
The finals Saturday night match
ed the Friars against Louisiana
Tech (winners over Northeastern
74-67). Yes, the same Tech team
that knocked Providence out of the
N.I.T. two years ago.
This time the result was dif
ferent: P.C. held off a too-littletoo-late charge by the visitors to
nab an 84-80 win and the cham
pions trophy.
Darryl Wright and Carlton
Screen paced the winners in the
first half scoring ten points apiece.
The visiting Louisiana team shot
9-30 in the opening half which
resulted in their 40-26 deficit.
In the second half the Friars
showed that they can still shoot the
ball by nailing 62.5 percent o f their
shots from the field. They were led
by a much-improved Marty ConIon and freshman Eric Murdock.
The inside-out combo combined
for 19 second half points.
Tech was led by center Randy
White after intermission as the
junior pumped in 18 points (20 for
the game). His layup and ensuing
foul shot brought his team to
within five points (65-60) with nine
minutes to play. Providence came
right back though on a slam by
Steve Wright. The teams traded
baskets until Brooks canned a three
pointer to make the score 72-64
with 6:35 remaining. Seconds later
Brooks fouled out leaving the vic
to rs w ith an all-freshm an
backcourt of Murdock and Watts.
For freshman playing before
12,020 boisterous fans, they show
ed tremendous poise. Watts slipped
through for a layup to make it
76-67 and 30 seconds later Mur
dock nailed home a jumper to put
P.C. up by eleven with 4:50 to
play.
From there, Providence hung on
and Murdock hit another jumper,
(82-75) and two foul shots to ice the
win.
Conlon was named MVP of the
tourney after his 15 point 8 re
bound effort. Carlton Screen and
Darryl Wright( 17 points) were also •
named to the Fleet tournament
team.

Chiesa Will Make His
Own Name in Providence
by Sean P. Sweeney
When Rick Pitino left Pro
vidence College in July to take the
head coaching job with the New
Yord Knickerbockers, newly ap
pointed Athletic Director John
Marinatto was left with the unen
viable task of choosing a successor
to the man who had pumped some
sorely needed life into the city of
Providence and the Providence
College basketball program. Stated
very simply, Rick Pitino and his
basketball Friars gave everyone in
the city o f Providence and anyone
remotely related to PC a reason to
smile. He was able to create a situa
tion which commanded a sort of
contagious enthusiasm from all
involved.
Marinatto was up to the task and
his choice was Gordon Chiesa, an
assistant to Pitino. Although
Chiesa was awarded an enviable
job, he also inherited an unenviable
position.
The job itself ranks right up
there with the best o f them in col
lege basketball. A coach in the Big
East has a job in what is arguably
the best conference in college
basketball. It attracts some of the
best high school recruits and
features some o f the best names in
coaching, such as John Thompson,
Jim Boeheim, and Lou Carnesseca.
To enter into a job which features
such fierce competition has to be
very attractive to a college basket
ball coach.
The Big East isn’t the only ap
peal o f the Providence College
head coaching job. The location of
the school makes this a gold mine
for a coach. In a city where there
are no major professional sports
franchises, the atmosphere is ripe
with enthusiasm for a successful
college athletic program. Last
year’s Final Four Friars were a
perfect example.
The job is not short on its advan

tages, but it is not free from its
drawbacks either. Gordon Chiesa
is the leader of the year after. What
people remember right now is wat
ching the Friars playing in the
Louisiana Superdome. What they
forget is that at this point last year,
six of the current Friars were not
wearing the PC uniform. If you
happen to be one o f the people who
forget, recall that Delray Brooks
was ineligible, Carlton Screen was
injured. Cal Foster was in Junior
College, Quinton Burton was a
Proposition 48 victim, and Chris
Watts and Eric Murdock were still
in high school.
People also forget that four of
the five starters from the tourna
ment team have graduated. The
1987-88 Friars arc a young and
relatively inexperienced club.
The team is much different from
last year’s, but the expectations ap
pear to be just as high. Unfor
tunately for Gordon Chiesa, the
fans in the city of Providence and
at Providence College arc very
dem anding and often times,
fair-weather. It is not inaccurate to
point out that many o f those fans
expect Chiesa to come in and
repeat the Cinderella season of
1986-87. Many of those same fans
expect Gordon Chiesa to try and
fill the shoes of Rick Pitino. Most
would agree that in the wake of
"the season," the head coaching
job at PC leaves Chiesa in an unen
viable position.
But Chiesa doesn’t have to try
and fill any shoes. He is a recogniz
ed basketball mind. Recently, he
was interviewed by Sports Il
lustrated for an article on the
pressure defense he has helped to
perfect and has termed “ the
mother-in-law press." In addition,
he was the subject of a full feature
by the Boston Globe recently.
Chiesa also took most of the

coaching responsibilities during the
early stages o f last season's NCAA
tournament when Pitino was going
though a personal tragedy. Much
of last year’s success was a combin
ed effort of coaches and to say that
Chiesa has to fill Pitino’s shoes is
preposterous.
Chiesa has proven himself.
While coaching at Manhattan,
Chiesa earned The Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference Coach o f the
Year Award. While at St. Thomas
Aquinas, he posted three con
secutive twenty win seasons. Now
it is time for Chiesa to do it his way
at Providence College, not anyone
else’s way.
Chiesa is energy personified. To
watch him run practice or pace the
sidelines is thoroughly exhausting.
From the tipoff of the recent Holy
Cross game until the final second,
he did not stop pacing, yelling, and
shuffling players in and out. He
submerged himself completely in
the game and despite the loss, never
seemed to bow to defeat.
As a coach, he works very hard
and expects just as much from his
players. He runs long and tiring
practices and demands dedication.
Gordon Chiesa wants to win and
is willing to put the effort into it,
but fans must remember that the
1987-88 Friars arc young, and suc
cess does not come overnight.
The next lime Providence plays
at the Civic Center, notice the man
in the front o f the PC bench. Un
doubtedly. he will be standing, with
his right hand form ing a
megaphone o f sorts around his
mouth. He will be yelling instruc
tions, constantly glancing at the
scoreboard, and occasionally
throwing his hands in the air in
disgust. It will be exhausting, but
watch this guy because he knows
his basketball and, given time, will
produce a winner
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Carlton Screen driving past a Fordham defender in the Flett Classic.
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physical the Friars have been in
volved in this season. Gord
Cruickshank, the Providence C o
captain, was dumped to the ice
twice in the opening minute and a
half and numerous Friars upended
Husky players.
Providence took the early 3-0
lead in the first 7:04 o f play but
then relaxed allowing the Huskies
to knot the score by the 12:23
mark.
Rick Bennett gave Providence
the 1-0 lead just 1:14 into the con
test. Bennett took a dump pass
from Lyle Wildgoose, in back of
the net, and beat Shermoen on the

glove side. Fitzgerald scored three
minutes later on a wrist shot from
just inside the left face-off circle.
Mario Aube scored his sixth goal
of the year giving Providence a 3-0
lead beating Shermoen straight on.
Scott Eichstadt, Herm Finnegan
and Jeff Kuzara tallied for St.
Cloud.
“ We wanted to skate them off
the ice and check them off the ice
after the rough weekend (losses),”
said Fitzgerald. “ Hopefully this
will carry over against New
Hampshire."
Providence will host New Hamp
shire tonight at 7 p.m. at Schneider
Arena.

b rin g y o u r T e x tb o o k s to :
OFF-CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
Store Hours
Mon.-Fri 9:30 to 7 PM
Saturday 9:30 to 5 PM

1017 SMITH STREET
PROVIDENCE R I 02908
LOCATED ON SMITH STREET ACROSS
FROM LASALLE ACADEMY

401-861-6270

SPORTS

Providence College is an active member o f the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

PC Loses to Crusaders
On 3 Pointer by Tropf
by Scott Corrigan
After a promising beginning, the
PC m en’s b asketball team
bottomed-out in their two contests
played last week. Riding the crest
o f hard fought victories over Fordham and Louisiana Tech in the
Fleet Classic, the Friars looked to
continue their early season success
over non-conference opponents. In
encounters versus Holy Cross and
Utah, PC discovered that tough
teams exist outside of their Big East
schedule.
In the contest against Holy Cross
at the Civic Center, the Friars
almost claimed a victory they had
no right to.
Throughout the game. Holy
Cross held a commanding lead un
til, with six minutes to play in the
second half. Crusader point guard
Glenn Williams, fouled out.
"That (Williams committing his
fifth foul with six minutes to play)
was my fault." Holy Cross coach
George Blaney said after the game.
"I honestly didn't know he had
four fouls at the tim e."
This mistake on the pari of
Blaney nearly cost the Crusaders
the game.
Williams' slashing ballhandling
for the first 34 minutes neutraliz
ed the Friar full-court press, which
resulted in numerous uncontested
Holy Cross buckets. Williams
departed with nine assists while
committing only two turnovers.
With Williams gone, the famed
Friar press began to pay dividends.
Steals by Eric Murdock, Marty
Conlon, Delray Brooks, and

Carlton Screen resulted in Friar
buckets. The intense pressure also
caused costly Holy Cross
turnovers.
The Friars, who with six minutes
to go were down by eight, found
themselves a basket down after a
turnover by Crusader guard,
Aaron Jordon, with 58 seconds to
play. Ten seconds later it was a
brand new ball game as Conlon
scored on a lay up.
On a Crusader inbounds in their
own end with 28 seconds left
Screen made a steal and dished off
to Burton underneath. Burton's
layup gave PC its first lead o f the
game and the scene was set for a
frenzied finish.
The Friars maintained their
pressure defense as the Crusaders
worked the ball for a good shot.
With :07 seconds to play. Glenn
T ropf's 3 point shot from the cor
ner was right on target and the
Crusaders were up, 99-98.
Carlton Screen took the ensuing
inbounds pass and drove across
half court only to have the ball
stolen from him by Tropf at the
foul line.
Two nights later, the Friars
found themselves in Utah against
the red hot Running Utes.
Chiesa attributed the Friars'
86-62 loss to a combination of
"fatigue and inexperience."
He pointed out that four o f the
starters from last year’s team were
lost to graduation. His backcourt
consists o f two sophomores. Screen
and Brooks, and two freshmen,
Burton and Chris Watts.
The most noteworthy aspect as
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Steve Wright slam dunking for two points in the one-point loss to Holy Cross.
defensive job by Utah’s Gail GonBrooks. Brooks shot a dismal I for
drezick was at least partly respon
12 from the floor, including 3 of
sible for Brooks’ performance.
5 from 3 point ranee. A stingy

far as the Friars were concerned in
Utah’s 86-62 victory was the offen
sive disappearance of Delray

Adams and O’Gorman
Named All-Americans
By Gene M ulvaney

Cheryl Adams

The Providence College field
hockey team placed tw o
members on the All-American
field hockey team this past
week. Senior Captain Cheryl
Adams, and Junior Goalie San
dra O'Gorman achieved AllAmerican status as voted by
th e coaches a round the
country.
Adam s, fro m Yo rk to w n
Heights, New York, was a mid
fielder on this year's tarn and

had six goals and tw o assists
fo r a total o f eight points.
O 'G orm an, a native of
Dublin, Ireland, was 16-1-3 on
net this year. She gave up 11
goals against 138 saves giving
her a .926% save average. She
also had nine shutouts this past
season.
O'Gorman and Adams led
the field hockey team to an
undefeated season, a brief stint
at the number one ranking in
the country and a quarterfinal
berth in the NCAA tournament.

Sandra O'Gorman

Men’s Hockey Beats
St. Cloud State

Kevin Sahia
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Tom Fitzgerald skating in on the St. Cloud State goalie in the Friars 4-3 victory Friday night.

Following a two game road los
ing streak the Providence hockey
team (6-3-5) was in need of a home
game. The Friars are 4-1-2 at
Schneider Arena in the early season
and their home ice mastery con
tinued in a 4-3 win against St.
Cloud State last Friday.
Tom Fitzgerald scored the game
winning goal with the score tied 3-3
at 17:15 of the second period. Fitz
gerald planted himself in the slot to
the right of St. Cloud goal tender
Craig Shermoen, and directed z
shot by pointman Jim Hughes bet
ween the goalie’s legs.
"That wasn’t an accident,” Fit
zgerald said of the goal. "1 was
screaming for Jimmy and I just
redirected it between his (Shermoen’s) legs.”
Inspired by the go-ahead goal the

Providence defense tightened. Matt
Merten had 23 saves in net for the
Friars and turned away Pat
McGowan as the second period was
expiring. His save stopped the
Huskies best chance at tying the
contest because the Providence
goalie would only be tested five
times in the final period.
Late in the third period St.
Cloud pulled Shermoen in favor of
an extra skater but they never
seriously threatened.
“ We talked to everybody about
faking the man and keeping the
third man higher (on defense),”
Coach Mike McShane said of the
Friars adjustment between the first
and second periods: "We had some
good hitting."
The game was one of the most
♦ See HOCKEY
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